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CHAPTER I
.
Economic and Political Conditions Leading to
Minimum Wage Legislation in Australasia.
The first factory acts In Australia and New Zealand were passe
in 1873, twenty-^one years previous to the adoption of compulsory
arbitration in New Zealand and twenty-tnree years before Victoria
passed her minimum wage law. During this period of a little more
than two decades the economic and political conditions which made
minimum wage legislation necessary, were rapidly evolving. Indus-
tries developed with tremendous rapidity. Thy line of cleavage be-
tween employers and employees became mors and more prominent. At
the close of the period all of the evils of sweating, striKes,
lockouts, etc. were Known In every industrial center. Labor unions
became powerful and achieved more or less of success. But they did
not acoomplisft all that the laboring classes had hoped. Consequent
ly, 1 89C and following years witnessed the entrance of labor into
the political arena. Eitner by the formation of independent po-
litical parties or by the union of their forces with parties al-
ready progressive, the laborers of every colony exerted an effective
influence for advanced labor legislation. Many laws for the pro-
tection anc advancement of the working classes were placed on the
statute books. In short, the period was characterized by rapid
economic changes and radical political action. And it is this pe-
riod with which we are mostly concerned in the present chapter.
Before we can have a complete understanding of this important pe-
V
riod, however, we must first have in mind the cone i t i ons which gave
rise to such growth. Consequently, the present chapter will give,
first, a brief re" sum 6 of the industrial life of the colonies from
the discovery of gold in the early fifties to the first factory act
in 1875, and then a more detailed discussion of the conditions ex-
isting between 1873 and the adoption of the minimum wage policy in
the various colonies in later years.
General Economic Conditions . Before the discovery of gold in
Victoria, Australia was chiefly an agricultural country. Immediately
afterwards, however, thousands of farm laborers went to seeK their
fortunes in the mines. Many farms were utteri y aba nd oned and the mana-
gers of others could not obtain toe necessary help to harvest their crops
and herd their sheep and cattle. But i + was not long until immigrants
came pouring into the country by the thousands hoping to make their
fortunes in the gold mines. The young and strong were able to mane
high wages, but others could not stand the hardships of the mines and
sought employment in cities and country districts. The influx of
immigrants and the development of 'nines create -; a very notable in-
crease in the demand for commodities. The result was a rapid rise
in prices and wages. The gold fields had enticed men to leave the
farms, but increased prices now stimulated agriculture. Thus a rap-
id increase in the numoer of acres cultivated quickly followed the
decline caused by the rush to the gold fields. In 1850 there were
491,364 acres under cultivation in Victoria. This numoer fell to
458,165 acres in 1854 and then increased to 1,037,110 acres in
1860, The increase in prices also promoted an increase in the im-
portation of commodities, which more than offset the increase in
The Victorian Year Book, 1676, p. 13.

3the exportation of -50] d. Cold production, however, was doomed to
decline. While there was a slight increase in the output of New
South Wales between 1659 and I862 f the great decline in Victoria
brot the average down to a considerably lower level than that of
the few preceding years. The golu miners of Victoria were forced tc
see* employment elsewhere. There was a great demand lor land for
agricultural and grazing purposes and every colony in Australia
witnessec the rapic development of her agricultural industry. Hut
Victoria, because of her gold mines, had become the leading state.*
Parallel with the development of mines appeared many new man-
ufacturing establishments. In 1664 Victoria could boast of 70b
manufacturing plants."'' While this number was not large and repre-
sented many small establishments, employing only three or more la-
borers, yet it is significant because it marks the beginning of a
long and remarkable period of industrial development. During the
period between 1864 and the passage of the first factory act in
1873, Victoria too/, the lead in both importation and exportation.
She adopted the protective tariff policy ana her industries de-
veloped rapidly. Melbourne, her capital city, became the center of
finance and the largest city on the continent.il In 1860 Ne* South
bales led the colonies of the continent in manufacture but in 1871
Victoria was well in the lead. The following table shows- the num-
ber of hands employed in manufacture in all five of the continen-
tal colonies in roth 1862 and 1871.
Statistical Report of the Seven Colonies of Australia and New
Zealand, 1902-03
, pp. 609-61 9.
f .Victorian Year Book, 1876, p. 150.
II 1 6 id. ,p .59,

HANDS EMPLOYED IN 1-862 AND 1871.*
New South >jales
Victoria
Queens! and
South Aust ral ia
Western Aus t ra 1 ia
It will be oc served from this tab] 3 that the number of hands em-
ployed in Victorian manufacture increased in the ten years named
more than 200% while there was but a slight increase in each of
the other colonies. At the end o.t" this period the leading indus-
tries of victoria were breweries, clothing, boot and shoe, saw
mills, joinery worKs, tanneries, iro:i founaaries, potteries, bricK
works, tobacco factories, sugar mills, engineering establishments,
and flour mills.' This was a much greater variety of manuf acturin
than existed in 1862. But alon? with the development of industry
came the usual attendant evils oi the ordinary factory system. An
it was to remedy these evils that victoria passed her first factor
act in 1373. The chief features of the act were the limiting of
the hours of labor for women to eight an:: the restriction of child
and worsen labor. The first factory act of New Zealand, passed the
same year, was modeled after that of Victoria and made similar pro
v i si ons . II
Such was the status of industrial affairs among the colonies
when they passeo their first labor legislation. Manufacture, spea
Statistical Account of Australia and New Ze a 1 a nd
,
1903-04, p. 630
+ Victorian Year Book, 1876, pp. 147-150.
II Statistical Account of Australia and New Ze a 1 and
,
1902-03, p. 6 48
_]_862_
12,525
6,405
4,966
5,066
573
18,71
1 3,583
1 9,569
5,518
5,629
41 4

ins; relatively, was still in its infancy. Agriculture was the
leading industry and mining was of second importance. But t'ie
early date at which Viotoria and New Zealand struck at the evils
attendant upon the factory system of manufacture illustrates the
attitude which the governments of the colonies were to assume to-
ward their labor problems in succeeding years. Many labor laws,
of which minimum v.-age legislation is but one, were passed at an
early date when compared with other industrial nations. The im-
mediate economic and political conditions which made such legis-
lation necessary will be tne subject of our attention during the
remainder of the present chapter.
witness, first, the decline in tne production of gold and the
increase in the agricultural and pastoral products. Between 1871
and 1886, the amount of gold produced in Victoria decreased from
1,556,000 ounces to 625,026 ounces* annually, while that of '.lew
South Wales declined to less than 145,000 ounces.''' On the other
hand, Queensland increasea her production from 310,000 ounces in
1878 to 676,439 ounces in 189].* Qold was not discovered in West-
ern Australia until the nineties and in 1895 the product was only
297,000 ounces. II The decline in the production of gold in New
South Wales and Victoria, the two leading continental colonies,
was slightly offset by the increase in the production ol other
minerals; such as, coal, lead, tin, copper, and silver, cut on the
whole, there was a decline in the raining industry in both of these
co 1 on ies
.
" v 1 *~
Victorian Year Boo re, 1888-89, p. 291.
$ Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1901, p. 944.
i Queensland Year Book, 1901, p. 284.
II Western k u s t r alian Year Book, 1902-04, p. 966.

6On the other hand, the pastoral and agricultural industries
made great strides. The number of acres in the commonweal t h under
cultivation was increased from 2,491,025 acres in 1872 to 5,430,221
in 1893, which is equivalent to a doubling in 21 years, while the
product was nearly doubled in the same period. The increase was
greatest in South Australia; Victoria was second: while in N'ew
South Wales it was the least. The population of Western Australia
was too small to make agriculture of any great importance at that
time. The increase in the pastoral product of the Commonwealth
may be noted from the following taole.*
TABLE I I
.
PRODUCTION OF CATTLE, SHEEP , 1 AND WOOL IN 1871 AND 1893 .
Year No. of Cattle No. of Sheep Founds of Wool
1671 ^+,277,226 40,072,955 211,413,600
1893 11,546,833 99,799,759 601,085,000
In New South Wales the annual production of wool increased more
than 500%, while in Queensland the number of cattle raised increased
over 600%. The result of the rapid development of agriculture and
pastoral industries was that the supply of products exceeded the
demand and toward the close of the period prices fell rapidly.
The} began to fall as early as 1877, out the great slump came be-
tween 1890 ana 1893. The total decline amounted to about 49%, 60%
of which came during the last trjree years and as the cost oi pro-
duction did not decline correspondingly, both industries were
greatly handicapped.
The above industries have been thus considered oecause of the
Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1902-03,
v . 6 3 6 1

7important part they were to play later in the passage of lauor leg-
islation. New Zealand has been left out of consideration thus far
because of the fact that there are no accurate data available for
the early part of t.nis period. Census statistics for the islands
were not taken until 1686.
Comint, nov, directly to the manufacturing industry we find that
it prospered even more than did agriculture, especially in Victoria
and New South Wales, the two states with which we are most concernec
at the present time. Both states realized a steady but rapid in-
crease in the number of establishments as well as the number of men
employed until the latter part of trie eighties when there was a
rapid decline ending with the panic of 1893. In 167-4 Victoria em-
ployed only 28,036 men in n.er factories but in lo89 she employed
54,468.* This number rapidly declined to 39,47-5 in 1893. New
South Wales had a similar experience. In 1889 she employed 45,664
men in her shops, whereas in 1893 the number had fallen to 38,918.
The year 1659 aras the most prosperous for both co 1 on ies Victoria
made tne greatest progress and suffered most from the reaction.
She was also the first of the continental colonies to pass advanced
labor legislation.
While New Zealand is 140C miles from the continent of Austra-
lia, her industrial experience was very similar to that of the col-
onies of the continent. Eetween 18.61 ind 166^ the number of manu-
facturing establishments in New Zealand increased from 1,643 to
2,268 or an increase of 36%. Eetween 1886 and 1691 the increase
* Victorian Year Book, 1876, p. 150; 1889, p. 278.
t Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1902-03,
pp . 636 , 637 .

8was much less, being only about 13$. The increase in the number
of employees followed a similar course. In 1881 there were 16,599
men and 1,399 women employed in manufacture. In 1886 tnese numbers
had increased to 23,161 men and 2,494 women, the increase in the
former being 62% while that of the latter was \12%* But the in-
crease during the next five-year period was only 16% for men and
19% for women, the actual number employed in 1891 being 26,911 men
and 2,969 women.* While these figures indicate that the increase
during the latter period was less than one-fourth that of the for-
mer, they do not point out the whole truth. Evidence will be given
later on in tne chapter to show that even tno there was an increase
in the number of laborers employed between 1886 and 1891, the in-
crease was all during the early part of the period and during that
part it was even greater than tne figures would indicate but during
tne latter part of the period and the succeeding two years tnere wa
an actual decline in the number of men employed similar to tne de-
cline in Austral ia.t
A -partial explanation of the rapid progress in industrial de-
velopment in both Australia and New Zealand and the oepression
which followed can ce found in the extravagance of the various
governments in borrowing money from foreign countries and invest-
ing it in public undertakings. The construction of railroads was
of chief importance. In 1873 tnere were but 1498 miles of rail-
road in Australasia but in 1893 this number had increased to over
New Zealand Year Book, V o 1 . i i .
, pp. 131, 132.
+ These dates have been used simply because the y are the ones
on which the census was taken and figures for the period of ' the
depression, 1889 to 1893, are not available.

912,796 miles.* New South Wales was the colony to heaa the list in
oorrowing. In 1870 her public debt was only £9,681,130; in 1680
it was still below £15,000,000; but in 1890 it had risen to £43,585,
353.'''
• Victoria was not quite so extravagant. Her debt, however,
increased from £11,924,800 in 1870 to £41,377,693 in 1890.* Ee-
tween 1872 and 1832, Queensland borrowed on the average about
£900,000 annually, whereas, between 1862 and 1892 she borrowed be-
tween one and two million pounds annual ly.§ South Australia scarce-
ly ever fell oelow £1,000,000 and often borrowed as high as £1,750,
000 in a single year. western Australia was the only colony that
did not overdo the matter of public borrowing. In 189] her debt was
only £1,613,000.11 New Zealand borrowed to such an extent that by
1891 her total aebt amounted to £38,644,914.11 In addition to the
income from borrowing, the colonies, especially New South Wales and
Victoria, received a large revenue from the sale of pub] fc lands.
Bearing in mind, t^en, that each of the colonies in the latter part
approximately
of the eighties was borrowing on the ave rage
A
£4, 000, 000 annually
and investing it in public improvement, it is not difficult to agree
with T. A. Coghlan, government statistician of the Commonwealth,
when he said that these state governments held a "preponderating
influence in the laDor market of the continent." .
Put the colonial governments were not the only instruments
for bringing capital into the country. Private individuals and
companies were both bringing and borrowing capital from European
Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1902-03, p. 330 .
i Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1901, p. 1014.
i Victorian Year Boo'*, 1908-09, p. 152.
§ Queensland Year Book, 1901, p. 337.
II New Zealand Year Boo*, "Vol. 2, p. 108.
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countries and investing it In the colonies. The years between 1870
and 1890 witnessed the influx of about £42,000,000 of private cap-
ital into New South "Wales alone. The citizens of Victoria brot in
£42,500,000, while those of Queensland borrowed from Surope more
than £18,500,000. New Zealand was next on the list with a total
amount of £15,620,000. The larger portion of this capital reached
the colonies between 1886 and 1890 and was the largest contributing
factor toward making this period the zenith of Australasian indus-
trial progress.* As has already been pointed out, manufacturing
establishments multiplied rapidly. The demand for labor was great]
increased. Wages and prices rose with extreme rapidity, until they
reached the highest point to which they had risen since the golaen
period of '55 to '57. The exceptional conditions enticed immi-
grants to come into the colonies in great numbers and the excess of
immigrants over emigrants reached the total of 722,016 between 1871
and 1891. T Banks were established in every important vi 1 1 age until
there was one for every 3,000 inhabitants. Deposits in the Common-
wealth and in Hew Zealand were increased from £28,000,000 in 1871
to over £138,000,000 in 189], the year of largest deposits. i On
the whole, the period, up to 188^ was one of great prosperity.
Eut this phenomenal growth was not always to last. Factory
development and public Improvements haa proceeded much more rapid-
ly than the country would stand. The markets of the colonies had
been overcrowded ana the inevitable result was a falling of prices,
followed by the restriction of production, the glutting of the 1 a-
Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1 90 1-0 2, pp. 757-76 1 .
t >Ibid. 9 1 902-0 3, pp. 1 7 0-1 72.
i .Ibid.
,
p. 731 .

bor market, the withdrawal of capital and the crisis of 1893. The
eastern states *ere first to cut down on both public and private
borrowing. The total amount of capital brot into the country by
the colonial governments fell from £],0,QOO,000 in 1890 to less than
£5,000,000 in 1892, and from 1893 to 1695 the withdraw&J of capital
exceeded the importation.* The result v;as that 40,000 men previous-
ly employed oy these governments were thrown out upon the labor mar-
Ket to compete with the laborers in private industry and the labor
market was completely disorganized. The extravagant expenditure of
New South Wales nad enticed laborers to come there from other col-
onies. Consequently, there were already some 15,000 men out of em-
ployment in this colony when the restriction of public expenditure
increased that number to 27,000. There are no statistics on the
number of unemployed in New Zealand, but it is evident that employ-
ment was extremely scarce since laborers left the country in great
numbers in the search for work. While' in 188.3 the number of ar-
rivals exceeded the number of departures by 1 0,000', during the pe-
riod between 1866 to 1891 the number of departures exceeded the
number of arrivals by 1 7,000. 1" These figures would indicate that
the reaction after the period of rapid development was similar to
that in Austral i a.
The general effects of the crisis were many and far reaching.
Money was at once withdrawn from business ana many banks utterly
failed. Prices in foreign markets fell, foreign trade greatly de-
clined, and the profits of capital were reduced. Manufacturers at-
tempted to decrease wages and thus force labor to share the loss.
Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1 901 — 02, pp. 76 1, 76 2 .
t New Zealand Year Book:, Vol.ii, p. 168.
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Labor refused and the result was a long series of unsuccessful
strides. Many shops were closed entirely while others ^ept open
but employed fewer workmen. In short, the whole country was filled
with men sse^ing employment when tnere was no employment to be naa.
"The most detrimental effect produced by the 'boom' as it is called,
*: as the withdrawal of large bodies of men from productive pursuits
and the derangement of the lacor market which immediately followed."*
The inevitable result was that wages were forced down. They
began to fall in some industries in the latter part of tne eighties
ana in 1890 there was a general decline of 24$ per aay , en the
average, in all industries.
TABLE III.
wages paid in the principal cities of Australia. t
Me.lbmime Sydney Adelaide Br i sbane
Trade
1
Carpenter
188 0-
1 8 9^_
82. 57
1892-
1896
Si
. 80
1830-
1 8 9^
iS . 49
1692-
18 96
&2* 1 7
1 8 8 0-
1891
$1.94
1 892-
1 896
$2 . 07
1 880-
189 1
82. 67
——
I
1 892-
1 896
i2. 03
1
- •
, iBricklayer 2.61 1 . 82 2.75 2.35 2 . 19 2.19 2.67 •2.25
Mason 2.63 2.07 2.63 2.17 2.23 2.19 2.39 2.7 1
Plas terer 2.61 1.86 2.73 ' 2.07 2. 55 2.15 2.43 2.15
Painter 2.19 1.62 2.39 1 . 94 2.15 1 . 94 2.43 1.82
Blac £s mi th 2. 63 2.43 2.55 2.0 7 2.31 2.07 2.67 2.03
Boilermaker 2. 88 2.55 2.39 2.19 2.31 2 . 43 2.67 2.03
|
Common Laborer 1.64 1.46 1.94 1.46 1.58 1.64 1 .46 1.46
In 1893 they began a still more rapid decline reaching tneir lowest
T.A.Coghlan, Seven Colonies of Australia and New Zealand, 1903-
04, p. 639.
+ Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1902-03,
pp.644, 645.

level, in most trades, in 1895. However f the ."ages of common labor
was depressed two years longer. The preceding table illustrates
the genera] decline in wages. The average v/age is given for the
periods of 1889 to 1691 ana 1892 to 1896 and is confined to the
chief industrial centers. it will be observed from this table
that the reduction in South Australia is not so great as in the
other colonies. In New South Viales, Victoria, and Queensland it
was in some cases as high as 25%.
There are no figures available for New Zealand by which we can
accurately compare the average wages of all trades previous to 1893.
hut "it is generally agreed," says V. 5. Clark, "that wages fell
gradually from I860 to 1895. 11 The decline for some particular oc-
cupations is known and can be found in Table IV. The average year-
ly wages of male factory hands throughout. New Zealand in 1891 is
found to have been 35366.25, while that of female factory hands was
TABLE IV.
AVERAGE ¥ AGE IN CERTAIN OCCUPATIONS OF NEW ZEALAND .*
Occupation 1874 1884 1896
Blacksmiths S2.62 $2.43 S2.19
Bricklayers 2.80 2.74 2.43
Carpenters 2.62 2.31 2.19
laasons 2.92 2.74 2.49
Painters 2.31 2.0 7
Plumbers 2.62 2.35
Common Laborers 1.70 1.70 1.64
SI 68.82. The general average for both was $.343.38.* Table V gives
the average wage of ten of the chief industries of the continent
in 189 J. The industry employing the largest number of hanas and
* United States Bulletin of Labor, Vol. VIII, p. 1163.
9
34
at the same time paying the lowest wage was the clothing and boot
industry. In contrast with the extremely low wage paid in the
clothing trade is the comparatively high wage paid in tne flour
mills. Between these two extremes are to be found all grades of
wages. It is evident, then, that the evils of the low wage were to
be found onlv in a few industries. The majority of establishments
were paying their employees .vages which would enable them to main-
tain themselves in reasonable efficiency.
TABLE V.
TEN PRINCIPAL MANUFACTURES OF NEW ZEALAND IN 189 1.*
Industry No.Estab. No. Laborers Ave. Wage
Meat Freezing and Preserving 7 6
Tanning and Wool Scouring 104
Creameries 7 4
Sa win ills 243
Clothing and Boot Factories 8 2
Printing 142
Flour Mills 129
Breweries 129
Foundaries and Machine Shops 7 9
Woolen Mills 6
1652 3 427.60
1196 376.15
269 270.06
3266 405.01
3345 267.72
2569 405.73
499 5 10.87
56 3 541.97
1 787 428. 29
1175 327.36
Sweating. On the other hand, it is not difficult to understand
that those laborers receiving the lowest wages were not able to
maintain a decent standard of living. The high cost of living in
the islands made it impossible for a man receiving less than $270
annually to furnish himself and family with the absolute necessi-
ties of life. According to the report of the sweating commission
of 1890 it cost no less than 3117.86 on the average per annum to
United States Eulletin of Labor, Vol. VIII, p. 1163.
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furnish the laborer a cottage in which to live. In Aukland, this
sura was the minimum for which a four-roomed cottage could be se-
cured. In addition to this the United States consular general in
Aukland stated that the ordinary household expenses were 40% high-
er than in San Francisco at the same time. In Juno eggs sold for
450 per dozen, potatoes at 600 per bushel, flour at SI. 44 for a 50-
pound sack, lignite coai at &7.50 per ton. Kerosene, gas, boots
and shoes, clothing and all manufactured articles were higher than
in the ."nited States. Laborers who hired their board were forced to
pay from S5.65 to S4.67 per wee/.. Many female laborers did not get
a wage sufficient to pay their board to say nothing about clothing,
housing, and other necessities of life. They were forced to work
long hours and under unsanitary conditions. V.S.Clark states that
all the members of the sweating commission of 1890 were agreed
"that women and children were working long hours, sometimes for
less than a living wage, and frequently under conditions tnat were
prejudicial to the health of both the workers and the users of the
articles they produced. Those dependent entirely on their own ef-
forts for support were subjected to a Kind of competition especially
pernicious that of thrifty housewives and daughters of families
in better circumstances who undercut the professional trades-women
for the sa*e of a little pocket money made in leisure hours. Wo*-
men made 50-pound flour sacks for 610 per gross, furnishing the
thread and carrying the goods to and from the factory. Shirt mak-
ers earned about 83 per week, working many hours, sometimes until
late into the evening."*
United States Bulletin of Labor, Vol. VIII, pp.1 165-72.
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The Otagc Daily Times of Dunedin, New Zealand, was the first
and chief instrument by which sweating was made Known to the pub-
lic. In its own words, "the exposure showed a sorry state of af-
fairs among the. seamstresses in the town." One woman stated 'that
in order to earn 85£ per day she must work from 8:30 in the morning
until .eleven o'clock at night. Some women were found to be working
all day long at. the factory and then taxing worx home with them at
night in order to make S3. 40 per wee.*. Others were working through
Sundays in order: to, increase their income to &C2.91 per weex. Such
were the deplorable conditions of many working women when the agi-
tation was begun for some form of governmental interference to pro-
tect the sweated worker from the exploitation of unscrupulous em-
ployers. The agitation resulted in the arbitration law of 1694.*
The Age newspaper did for Victoria what the Otago Times did
for New Zealand. As early ?s 3 680 it revealed the fact that sweat-
ing existed in Victoria in spite of the apparent prosperity of the
laboring classes. The revelations of this paper led to the appoint-
ment of a government commission in 1884. The commission made care-
ful investigation of many factories and found that even though the
legal working day was eight hours, many men were compel lea to work
as high as eighteen hours per day while women labored as long as
sixteen. The common rate of wages was constantly undercut by send-
ing" work out to be done in the homes at extremely low rates. Chil-
dren were taken into the trades as apprentices, kept for two or
more years without any pay whatsoever, and then discharged as soon
as they, began to tr.inx of demanding pay of any sort. The Age
* Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and Nsw Zealand, Vol.11, pp. 2 7-36 .
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stated in 1890, "It is abundantly certain that sweating meatt,
frowsy, depraved, and pitiful is carried on In Melbourne to a de-
gree hardly less horrible than in Lonaon." In the tailoring traae
work was given to outworkers at rates 40% below the standard. The
average worker could thus earn but $2.73 per week. In 1893 the
Age cane forth with its third attack upon sweating. This attack
was during the very worst of the crisis. The government appointed
another board of investigation and it was discovered toat the evils
of sweating were much worse than they had ever been before. Machin-
ists in the shirt makers trade were making only 561 .22 per week,
Men's suits were made for 49£ ana afterwards sold for 39.73. Some
workers were able to earn SI. 94 per week by working almost constantly.
In conjunction with the bad times the competition of the Chi-
nese workmen had brought the wages in the furniture trade down to
one-naif and in many cases one-third of what they had been in nor-
mal times. In the early part of the eighties it was nothing un-
common for a laborer in the furniture trade to ma/re as high as $2.4
or $2.91 in a single day. But when the hard times approached the
demand for furniture was almost entirely confined to the' cheap
product of the Chinamen. They established themselves in nearly
every center. In spite of laws restricting their immigrating they
worked their way into the country in great numoers. They were able
to live on much less than the native workmen. Their competition re
duced the number of native workmen from 1240 in 1891 to 471 in 1895
and wages were forced down to as low as from 61.® to $1.22 per day.
Employers played the Chinese and native worKmen off against each
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other and threatened to reauce wages another 2Q%* Refusing to work
at such reduction, the workman entered ujjon a general strike and
then finally went bacx to work at a 7% reduction.
The conditions in the furniture trade only illustrate the con-
ditions prevailing in many industries. 'Jntil 1896 and 1897 the ,"4 lot
of the working people grew steadily worse." In some snops girls
were forced to work for 90 hours per week and in many cases those
who did the hardest work received the lowest pay. It was not un-
common that they should receive but 31.46 for their week's v;orK, and
then have to pay 610 for their rooming place. Women worked in laun-
dries for extremely long hours at low pay when the temperature rangec
about 110 degrees. In 1695 there were many factories that, paid
their laborers absolutely no //ages at all unaer the pretense of ap-
prenticeship. These deplorable conditions obtainea until after the
aadption of the minimum wage law in 1896.*
In many respects the conditions in New South Wales wore simi-
lar to those of Victoria, but they were not so extensive; neither
did they appear at so early a date. The first factory act of New
South Wales was not passed until 1897, twenty-four years after the
first act of Victoria was passed. Labor unions, however, had se~
cureo recognition of the eight-hour day in many traaes and the large
factories, in which labor unions were strong, maintained tolerably
good laboring conditions, but in small worxshops the evils of sweat-
ing were nearly as bad, between 1697 and 1901, as they had been in
Victoria before 1896. The similarity between tde conditions of New
South Wales and Victoria makes it unnecessary to go into detail
.
Tne foregoing facts are taken from Reeves , State Experiments
IjB Australia and ' "' 9W 7 9 aland, vol. II, pp. 4-17.
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relative to sweating in the former colony. As Wr« W. P. Reeves
states, "the same want of combining and resisting power among seam-
stresses led to the same grinain^ clown of wages ana piece-rates.."
The instance of a seventeen-year old girl having to work in a shop
92 hours per week at the rate of a penny per hour, is sufficient
to point out the fact that factory hands as well as outworkers were
being exploited. It was estimated that S3. 64 per ween was the min-
imum of subsistence for a single woman yet many families were forced
to survive on that . amount. Such conditions could not long oe tol-
erated and t n e laboring classes resolved to support a compulsory
arbitration 1 a w similar to that, of New Zealand. They were success-
ful and the law went into effect in 1901.*
While sweating was more extensive in the large industrial cen-
ters of Victoria ana Sew Zealand, it gradually spread to the smaller
cities of Queensland. Brisbane was scarcely one-quarter the size
of Melbourne, yet in 1898 a member of parliament stated that "there
were hundreds nay thousands in the city who had to battle fierce-
ly to secure even a starvation wage." Since the industrial system
of Erisbane was on a smaller scale, sweating affectea fewer work-
people. Yet in other respects it was the same. In 1896 there were
more than 2,000 women and girls employed in industry in Erisbane.
Many of them received no /ages at all but served as apprentices.
There was a total of 1350 in the city who worked for $2.43 or less
per week. Twenty-two and one-half per cent of all factory hands
were required to work overtime. Women wording in laundries within
30 aegrees of - th e equator were compelled to labor long days in gal-
™ nRe,r 93 ' State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol. II,

vasized Iron but Icings with low roofs, at extremely lov; pay. These
conditions justified a stringent factory law and one .as passed in
1899* to which was added an amendment providing for minimum wags
boards in 1908.
South Australia enacted a minimum wage law similar to that of
Victoria before sweating had gained a very good hold upon her in-
dustries. Not until after New South Wal es and Victoria had begun to
enforce laws against sweating did it spread to South Australia, but
that it did gain a hold in the latter colony is only too evident.
The chief inspector of factories of that colony stated in the early
part of the year 1900 "that sweating does exist ana is fast gaining
ground, is only too evident. Every year the prices paid, fall
lower and lower, till it is only by down-right slavery that tnose
employed can manage to earn enough to procure the necessities of
life." The evil effects of outwork and of Chinese competition were
the same in South Australia as in the other colonies. People lit-
erally starved because of the lack of proper food. This colony
did not delay but passed the minimum wage lav. during the same year
of the invest Hation U 90C ) . +
Thus far in this chapter we have sketched the economic condi-
tions leading to t he adoption of minimum wage legislation in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand. We have traced the change from agricul-
tural to manufacturing colonies with both its good and bad effects.
We have pointed out the fact that in every colony sweating resulted
from a system of capitalism and competition making necessary gov-
* Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol.11,
pp . 23-25.
i J bid . , pp . 25-27 .
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ernmental interference in behalf of labor. The remainder of tne
chapter will be devoted to a discussion of labor unions and their
attempt to cope with employers independent of governmental action.
Failing in this tr^ey entered the political fiela ana gained suffi-
cient power to secure much legislation in their own behalf, of which
mimimum wage legislation .vas perhaps the rrost important.
Labor Unionism. The homogeneity of the population of Austral-
asia maae it especially well adapted to the formation of strong la-
bor organizations. Almost the entire population in the early nine-
ties was made up of English speawing people. Ninety-five percent
of the inhabitants of Australia were born in Australia, England,
and her colonies, while only 5% were born outside of England and
her colonies.* Of New Zealand's popul at ion' about 59£ was native
corn, "6Q% born in England ani her colonies while only 3% was foreign
corn."'' !n addition to the fact that most, of the laborers spoxe the
same language a very large percentage of the people lived in cities
where they could easily organize. In 1881, 32% of Victoria's pop-
ulation lived in Melbourne; 29% of the population of New South Wales
lived in Sydney; while Adelaide claimed 37% of the citizens of South
Australia.il In 1891 there were 1914 more industrial lacorers in
New Zealand than agriculturalists and graziers. Besides being well
located for organization, the short working day established by the
laws of 1873 gave them more time coth for organization and for po-
litical agitation. The great droughts which were even worse than
the ousiness depression, set them to thinning aoout laoor programs
Statistical Account of Australia and New Ze a 1 a na , 1 9 1 -02, p. 545.
+ New Zealand Year Book, Vol.ii, p. 62
II Statistical Account of Australia and New Ze a 1 a nd , 1 9 1 -0 2, p. 543.
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and social theories. The result was that trade unionism, based on
the Englisd system, became strong at an early date. In 1885, out
of a population of 3,000,000, trade unions possessed a membership
of 150,000, the proportion of the population in trade unions being
50% larger than obtained in the "Jnlted States twenty years later.
The first traie union congress was convened at Sydney in 1879;
the second, at Melbourne in 1884. At tne latter there were 69 del-
egates of whom 50 were from Victoria, ]5 from New South Wales, and
4 from South Australia.* The keynote of this meeting was "general
cooperation among labor unions." The congress went on record as
opposed to further assistence to Chinese immigration and the impor-
tation of convict lacor. It was divided on the policy of protec-
tion, but stood for the legalized eight-hour day, additional fac-
tory and shops acts., employers' liability laws, ana the policy of
"one man one vote." There was no discussion of nationalization of
industry, neither was tnere anything said about compulsory arbi-
tration or minimum wage laws. There was some discussion, however,
of attempting to elect some worxingrnen as representatives to the
various parliaments to hold the balance of power and thus gain some
desirea legislation, altho ttiey did not consider the formation of
separate political parties.
t
The fifth congress was neld at Brisbane in 1886 ana it was
here that socialistic sentiment first voiced itself in Australian
lacor conventions. The following resolutions, which were adopted
by a unanimous vote of the convention, illustrate very concisely
the attitu de which lacor was beginning to assume toward governmental
Commonwealth Year Book, Vol.i, p. 865.
+ United States Bulletin of Labor, Vol . x, pp. 20, 21.

affairs. The first read, "Resolved, that It is the opinion of this
congress that a simple vet soverign remedy which will raise /ages,
increase and give remunerative employment, abolish poverty, extir-
pate pauperism, lessen crime, elevate moral tastes and intelligence,
purify government, and carrj1 civilization to yet nobler heights is
to abolish all taxation save that on land values." The second one
read, "Resolved that in the opinion of this congress it is desir-
able that the various trades ana labor councils should formulate
an electoral program in accordance with the resolutions come to at
this and preceding congresses for the support of all interested
in labor and the acceptance of all parliamentary candidates. That
no candidate who does not adhere to the labor program shall receive
the support of t.ne lacor party."* It is evident from these resolu-
tions that, as early as 1888, labor had begun to recognize the ad-
visability of resorting to political action in order to relieve
the undesi rac 1 1; conditions of their class.
A trade union crisis immediately followed the congress of 1888
and resulted in the formation of distinct labor parties with defi-
nite political aims. At the beginning of the crisis the diffi-
culty was not one of wages but was a question of the relative au-
thority of employers and employees. Between 1686 and 189] strides
and labor disputes followed each other in rapid succession. Between
1886 and 1887 a strike involving many southern district collieries
of New South Wales produced much suffering. Six thousand coal min-
ers of the northern part of the colony struck the following year.
Immediately after the labor congress at Brisbane 40,000 lacorers
United States Bulletin of Labor, Vol. x, p. 22.
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ceased worn and the shearers' stride of the latter part of the same
year involved 20,000 more laborers. The Broken Hill miners ! strike
of 1892 adaea still further to trie distress of the colony.* The
dock strike in London occurred in 1889 and its influence quickly
spread to Australia and New Zealand. In the latter colony it re-
sulted in a sympathetic strike of the maritime workers which was
the greatest t:\e islands had ever witnessed* In a mistaken attempt
to involve the railway employees in the dispute the strikers of New
Zealand aroused public sentiment against them. The result »as that
the government tooK the side of the employers and the strike was an
entire failure. In fact, even orj the continent where strikes were
widespread involving many industries the government always sided
with employers and" the laborers lost nearly every fight during the
whole five years.
The Political Labor Movem.ent. The total failure of labor to
achieve its desired results thru iaoor union action led to the en-
trance o'. labor into politics. The movement was nation wirie but
in each colony it assumed a little different form. The continental
colonies formed independent laoor parties while in New Zealand la-
bor simply united its forces with the existing Liberal or Progres-
sive party and remodeled its platform. In Victoria, previous to
1892, and in Queensland previous to 1890, all radical progress was
Killed by a union of political loaders, but in New Zealand and South
Australia there were radical parties led by Balance and Cockburn,
respectively, as early as 1690.
*
New South Wales Year Book, Vol.i, p • 2 9
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All labor parties were tinged with socialism, but it. was so-
cialism of the conservative type. They did not believe in revolu-
tionary methods but in opportunism. They favored compulsory arbi-
tration* minimum wage laws and other forms of laoor legislation not
as steps toward nationalizing industry, but "in order that the work-
ers might obtain, by peaceful and regular methods, a little more
than a living -''age and the bar car ism of strides and lockouts be
abolished." The motto of the Queensland laoor party paper, The.
rtorKer, was "Socialism in Our Time." but it went on to say in 1 898*
"we plead with the people not to be lea away by extravagant inter-
pretations put upon our methods and. speeches by the opponents of
reforms of any and all kinds ******** We do not ask that all our
political program should oe set in operation at once by a single
parliament. We Know that cannot be, such a thing being contrary
to the laws of evolution and that spirit of compromise which is said
to be civilization. Because we range ourselves under the flag of
'Socialism in Our Time.' we cannot expect to realize a perfect col-
lectivist state in our day any more than the follower of Christ can
hope to establish in his time on earth peace, good will toward men," *
The practical objects of the parties were more democratic than so-
cial. They oelieved in collectivism, but at the same time they be-
lieved in *ages, profits, ana the conditions of capitalist produc-
tion as matters to be accepted in present legislation. They haa
faith that the state could, by some means, make it possible for ev-
ery laborer to earn at least a living wage and it was to this end
that they , di rect ed tneir political efforts.
Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol.i,
pp .67-73,

In New Zealand from the earliest times there was a growth away
from Individual ism, and the liberal element maintained power for two
years as early as 1377 to 1879. The unstable conditions of the is-
lands, however, led to the union of the conservative and liberal
elements in 1384, the conservatives holding the balance of power
until 1891 when the radicals took the lead. Previous to 1889 the
very limited extension of the franchise enabled the conservatives
to maintain control. Many young men left the country because of
the political conditions. But the electoral reform of 1889 extended
the franchise ana enabled public sentiment to be more effectively
expressed. The time was ripe for both land and labor reform and
farmers and laborers banded together to achieve it. In 1891 a
coalition of the unionists with the Progressive party won a decided
victory at the polls. Their great success was unexpected and the
Jesuits were widespread and lasting. They did not form a separate
party but nevertheless they elected five labor candidates to the
T:fouse. The twenty other Progressives elected were also pledged to
the labor program ana owed their election to the lacor vote. A
Progressive cabinet went into power the same year and the program
of the party was thus carried through pari lament in an "uncompro-
mising manner."
The land question was the first to face the party. Specula-
tors had secured and were holding large tracts of land, 31 men hold-
ing more than 2,602,000 acres. The great issues before the party
were (1) the breaxing up of large, estates, (2) public land admin-
istration, and (3) taxation. In 1891 the property tax was abol-
ished ana a tax on unimproved land values substituted in its place.
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The personal property tax gave place to the graduated income tax
the same year. Taxation was thus used to check large land holdings
and stop tne accumulation of large fortunes. There were also sev-
eral 1 aoor la*s passed auring the first year the party was in power
such as the factory act, the truck act, and an amendment to the em-
ployers' liability act of 1832. During the second year the 'working
men's lien law went into effect. During the third, laws were passed
protecting wages in case of insolvency and providing for weekly
payment of -ages. It was also during 1893 that the franchise was
further extended and' women were given the ballot on equal terms wit
men. At the following election, 90,000 out of 140,000 qualified
fe;rale electors cast their first ballots. ' This aided the cause of
the Progressives and greatly swelled their majority. Consequently,
at trie following session of parliament they were able to pass the
most important of their labor legislation, the conciliation and corn
pulsory arbitration law whicn had been defeated on three previous
occasions. Many other advanced laDor laws were soon passed, such'
as, workingmen ' s compensation and prohibition of child labor, until
Nov; Zealand has more than half a hundred of advanced laoor laws a-
mong her statutes.
South Australia as early as 1884 had a laoor council which met
for political purposes. In 1887, they were able to elect seven out
of nine representatives whom they supported. These representatives
were not laboring men, however, but men who had pledged themselves
to the labor program. In 1890, they elected 14 out of 20 candi-
dates pledged to their program. Eut even then they did not secure
Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1901-02,
0C . 245-250 .
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the legislation they desired. Consequently , they immediately levied
an assessment of Zl% per member for campaign purposes and in 1891
they voted only for wage earners. That year they elected tnree
members to the upper house of the legislative body. One year later
they elected eight members to the lower house. At their next con-
vention t'.ey united with the agricultural classes and remodelled
their platform to draw the farmers' votes.* Their aim was to se-
cure, If possible, twelve seats in the lower house and six in the
upper. This would be only one-fourth of the members of both nouses
but it would enable them to hold the balance of powe*. They did not
accomplish their entire purpose, but by cooperating with the radi-
cal party lea by Cockburn and Kingston they were able to secure much
advanced labor legislation. As a party they maintained their sepa-
rate organization and supported only laboring men for their candi-
dates, but in parliament they united their votes with the liberals.*
Some of the laws which they secured were, compulsory free education
up to the age of thirteen, reforms in the land tax, creation of a
labor department, workingmen ' s lie;: law, shop and factory act, ear-
ly closing act, employers' liability law, and the conciliation and
arbitration act.*
The lacor movement in Victoria followed about the same course
as it did in South Australia. previous to the adoption of the min-
imum wage law, however, the laborers were able to elect only five
out of ninety-five memoers of the lower house and none of the upper
house. They were the most conservative of all the colonies. Yet
TJnited States Bulletin of Labor, Vol. X, pp. 25-27 .
t Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, vol. I,
pp .81 , 82.
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they did exert much Influence toward bringing about the passage of
the minimum wage act. Mr. peraberton Reeves in speaking of Victorian
politics states, "If the Victorian lacor politicians have done noth-
ing else, tney have fully justified their existence by helping to
obtain the well-known Factories' and Shop act of 1896. This, con-
taining as it does the principle of state regulation of wages as
well as hours, is one of the most remarkable experiments on any
statute books."*
In New South Wales, t he laborers also formed a separate party
and aimed to hold the balance of power in parliament and to "give
their support on business principles only." The party was Known as
the Lacor Electoral League. !t elected 35 representatives to the
lower house in 1691 and there were ten or twelve other representa-
tives who were pledged to the labor plat format ' The party was once
divided on the protection issue and again on toe federation question
but as a whole it has maintained a "united front." During the first
four or five years it was not very successful but later it partially
accomplished its purpose. The first reforms which it achieved were
political rather than social. They were the abolition of plural
voting, lengthening of the polling hours, shortening of the term
of residence before voting, and otner measures favoring the labor
vote.^ These achieved, it turned its attention to legislation reg-
ulating industry and was successful in gaining the passage of an
early closing act, an old age pension act , miners acciaent relief
Reeves, State Experiments an Australia and New Zealand, vol.1,
pp . 82 , 83.
t New South Wales Year Eook, vol.1, p. 29.
^ Victor S. Clark, Labor Movement in Australia, pp. 73-76.
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act, compulsory arbitration law, a minimum wage lav;, ana otners.
In Queensland tr.e labor party gained eight seats in the lower
house is early as 1890 ana gradually increased that number to 22.
*
The members of the party were not as diplomatic as the laborers of
New South Wales or N"ew Zealand, however, and did not achieve as
great success. The party proposed to overcome all opposition of
the conservatives by sheer force of numbers. Inab] e to accomplish
this, it secured less labor legislation than any other colony.
About trie only concession it gained in the way of actual statutes
was a Factories' and Shop act which included the provisions for the
minimum wage. Labor's1 failure was due to the fact that tie party
represented only one class and a minority class at that and refused
to unite its forces »ith other interests such as the agricultural.il
In Western Australia and Tasmania the re was not enough indus-
trial development to make labor a prominent factor in local elec-
tions. It did exert some influence, however, in federal elections.
The first labor representatives went to the federal parliament
in 1901 and at the first election, there were 23 elected. They held
the balance of power, swinging with the protectionists, when guar-
anteed reductions in the tariff which would benefit labor. The la-
bor platform called for a "white Australia," compulsory arbitration,
old age pensions, nationalization of monopolies, restriction of pub-
lic borrowing, etc., etc. Of these perhaps the first and second
were of the most importance. During the very first session they
Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, vol. I,
p . 79 .
T Albert Metin, Le Socialisme sans Doctrines, p • 1 1 .
II Reeves, State Experiments in An stralia and New Zealand, vol. I,
dd. 79-81
.
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secured the passage of a la* restricting Asiatic immigration and
also a lav fixing a minimum wage for public servants. Many other
lac or laws were passed during the first and later sessions among
vhlch was the compulsory arbitration law. of 1904.
Such were the effects of the political labor movement. The
labor party did not gain power continuously in every colony, but
throughout the whole country It maintained a steady growth. It was
most successful in Tew Zealand where it united its forces with the
Progressive party. It was least successful in Queensland where it
made strong opposition to all other classes. In all colonies it
stood opposed to Chinese immigration and government aid of immi-
gration of any kind. It favored state arbitration of labor disputes
and in all cases was successful in securing some form of compul-
sory arbitration or minimum wage laws.
ft Statistical Account of Australia and New Zealand, 1901-02,
pp. 265-270.
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CHAPTER I I
.
History of minimum "Wag*, Legislation in Australasia.
* * * *
Minimum wage legislation in Australasia has assumed two
forms; namely, (1) conciliation and compulsory arbitration, and
(2) minim urn wage laws. New Zel and, Western Australia, ana New
South Kales at the start regulated wages by the former, while
Victoria, Queenslana, South Australia ana Tasmania exper iiiientea
first witn tne latter. Ne«< Zealana, Western Australia, Victoria
and Tasmania nave continuously clung to tne form with whicn tney
startea aeveloping ana amending their laws as experience and
cnanging conditions aemanaea. On the otner hana, New South Wales,
Queenslana, ana Soutn Australia triea botn plans finally aaopting
a comDination of the two. The general context oi each lav is
the same in every colony in which it is in force yet tne l«rws
vary in detail from colony to colony. It is tne purpose of this
cnapter to trace the development of tne laws in eacn colony giv-
ing tne general context ana main provisions as well as to point
out tne important differences between tnem. Tne states will be
taken up in tne oraer in wnicn tney aaoptea tne laws.
NEw ZEALAND.
while New /ealana was tne first of tne colonies to <tao^t
compulsory aroitration sne was not tne first to experiment with
voluntary conciliation. Previous to 1890 one or two Australian
states haa proviaed boaras for voluntary conciliation and between
1690 ana 1894 every colony except Western Australia ana Tasmania
\
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nao attempted some i'orm of arbitration legislation. Cnarles Kingh
ton, prime minister of Soutn Australia, proposed the iirst bill
for tne encouragement of industrial unions and tne aroitration 01
industrial disputes. This bill proved to be tne forerunner of
all arbitration legislation in tne colonies. It was aaopteo oy
Soutn Australia in 18y4, out it proved to be oeiective ana inop-
erative. In 1892 New South Wales adopted a law similar to that
proposed oy i.ingston witn tne exception that it nad no compulsory
provision. It was aiso a failure ana disappeared four years lat-
er. These experiments, however, iurnisneu some Dasis on which
New 7ealanu coulu work wnen sne came to formulate ner compulsory
arDitration law. Peraberton Reeves, minister of labor in New Zea-
land, was tne m*n to originate and propose tne latter measure.
Tne bill was presented to the New Zealand parliament for the
first time in 1892 and after bein& oecateu anu oefeatea three
times in the snort s^ace of less tnan two >ears, it became law
in 1894, going into effect in 1696. Tne final attitude of parlia-
ment towara tne law as aomirably expressed by tne autnor of tue
bill wnen tie statea, "Mildly interested, ratner amusea, very
doubtful, parliament allowed it to become a law ana turned to
u.ore engrossing and less visionary measures."*
During tne two decades whicn nave passed since tne bill be-
came law, it nas teen repeatedly changed. One amendment was ^as-sea
in lb96 even before tne law went into operation. Another was
added in 1896 snortly after the law firsc too* effect. Still
anotner was aaopteo in 1 69es and in 1900 tne wnoie law anu al j its
W.i-. Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealana
,
Vo 1 . 2
, p . 1 7 .
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amendments were consoliaatea ana furtner arnenaea.* Amendments
followed in 1901, 1903, 1904, 1 90o ana the results were again
consoliaatea ana amenaed in 1908. Trie amendments of 1910 and
191 J complete tne list. Tne act now in force is Known as tne Con
ciliation ana Arbitration Act of 1908.
§
Tne original purpose of the law was to encourage tiie forma-
tion of industrial unions ana to settle inaustriai aisputes. The
fixing of wages «as only one of tne powers- of tne conciliation
boaras ana tne aroitration court along with tne power to settle
any inaustrial aispute which might oe orot oefore either oi them
for settlement. Tne general supervision oi tne act has always
been under tne minister of labor of tne islands. Eitner tne sec-
retary of labor or some other man appointed b> tne governor serve
as registrar.
Tne act provides that any industrial union eitner of employ-
ers or employees may register ana t.nus oecome suDject to ana Dene
lit from tne provisions of tne law providing, tne union is or^an-
izea accorain& to definite rules laid down b> tne act. Tne main
requirements are tnat tne union snail be incorporated ana tnat
there snail not be less than eitner two employers or seven labor-
ers in any registereu union- t .. Original ly tne law required seven
members in both employers' ana labor unions in order tnat sucn
unions mignt be registered as inaustrial unions. Tne amendment
oi J 8v?t> changed tne numoer to five, li wniie tne law of 1900 i ixed
* New Zealand Year Book, Vol. 10, p. 246.
** New Zealand Year Book, Vol. 17, p. 515.
§ New Zealand Year Book, Vol. 22, p. 661.
+ '.New Zealand Labor Laws, Fifth Edition (1909 ) pp. 101 -105.
II U
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.
Bui i et i n of Department of Labor, Vol.6, p. 208.
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tne number as stated adove. There Is no fee for registration and
ever)' Drancn of a traas union may oe registered separately unless
there is a similar union in connection with tne same industry al-
ready registerea. n list of tne memoers with the officers of trie
union must oe furnished to tne registrar, semi-annually. Every
member of an inoustrial union is subject to the provisions cf the
law whether ne personally was in favor of the registration of tne
union or not. Any union may petition for cancellation of its
re fo ist rat ion at any time aria the registrar may cancel it alter
six weens notice, providing tnere are not conciliation or arbi-
tration prcceeoin^s pending, effecting that particular union.
All awaras made effective before the cancellation of tne regis-
tration are sti j j binding upon tne union and <*11 its memoers tne
same as tno tne registration were not cancelled. On tne other
hand, if the union refuses to comply with the rules governing
registered unions tne registrar dn striKe tne name oi tnat un-
ion from the list of registered unions at any time.*
Tne governor may aiviue New Zeal ana into inoustrial districts
ana appoint a clerh of industrial awaras for each district. Such
clerK is subject to tne airection of tne state registrar ana it
is nis uuty to receive, register, ana aeai *itn applications for
settlement of all ais^utes in his aistrict, to convene the board,
summon witnesses etna Keep tne recoras of settlement ana awards. "t..
Official industrial agreements are confined to registerea in-
dustrial unions and tney must never oe maae to exceea tnree years
in duration. Eaeh agreement nolds, nowever, until superseaed by
New Zealand Labor Laws, Fifth Eaiti on ( 1 909 ) pp.108 , 109 .
t ' 1 cid.
,
pp. 1 1 1 , 1 1 2.
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anotner. Any industrial union may become a party to an agreement
at any time during, the enf ore ement 01 sucn an agreement simply by
filing a notice with tne clerK of the district to tne effect tnat
it concurs with the agreement .
*
Boards oj Conciliation. Until 19-06 tne re was a board of con-
ciliation in ever., industrial district but at that tira9 tne> were
acoiishea ana councils of conciliation toon their place. The ola
boaru 01 conciliation consisted of not less than three nor more
than five memoers, one or two oi whom, as tne case might be, were
elected by employers' unions and a similar number oy iaoor unions.
Tne members thus elected chose their own chairman from outsiae
tneir number. Every member was elected lor a term 01 three years
ana onl> unions that had been registered at least tnree months
could voie in the election. Each union of employers or employees
haa as many votes as tnere were members to be elected as repre-
sentatives oi employers or employees, respectively. In case the
term of tne Doara expired curing tne hearing of a dispute, tne
governor couia exteno tne term until the uispute was sett leu, pro-
viding tne extention did not exceed one month* It required only
a majority vote of tne bo=*ru to render a decision ana tne decision
nelo whether all members were present or not. In case of a tie
the chairman cctst tne aeciain fe vote.t '
On application of any union involved in a dispute a special
ooard might oe constituted for tne sole purpose oi settling that,
particular dispute, the boaru &oing out of existence automatically
as soon as tne dispute was settled. Tne special ooaro was aiso
- New Zealand Labor Laws, Fifth cJdition ( 1 909 ) pp. 109, 110.
t .Ibia .
, pp . 1 1 2-1 1 7.
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composed oi an equal number oi representatives of both employers ana
employees, ana only tnose unions involvea in trie aispute could vote
for members oi trie ooara. Trie chairman was cnosen in like manner
as tue chairman oi a regular boara.*
Any registerea union could brin- a dispute oefore tne regular
ooara at any time by simply inaKing application to tne clern of a-
waras of that aistrict. Employers ana Laborers aliKe might put
their case oefore tne Doard thru their own representatives or they
might hire lawyers to pleaa tneir case for them. In eitner event,
the unions were held responsible for tne acts of tneir representa-
tives. Alter hearing the case as ^resentea by tne representatives
ol the unions in aispute, it was tne duty of the ooara to make fur-
ther investigation inLo tne aetaiis of the aispute. It was privi-
1 egea to summon witnesses, administer oaths to those witnesses, ex-
amine tne boons oi tne industry or unions, inspect factories, etc.
After completing tub investigation tne boara might oner suggestions
for a peaceiui settlement, ana then, it might adjourn 101 awhile
to give tne parties time to agree upon a settlement if possiole.
It Bight even appoint a commmitt ee of employers ana employees to
surest methods of peaceful settlement ana if a settlement /.'as thus
effecteu it was registered and became as binain& as an industrial
agreement. Ii no settlement was reacnea oy tne aoove method, then
tne ooara recommended any lorm oi settlement which it tuot equitable
It night go into aetaii specifying the means of settlement of every
item of tne aispute ana it *as requireo to state the length of time
the settlement was to be binding, ai.tno tne ^erioa couiu not De less
New Ze a land Laoor Laws, F i f th Edition (1909) p p • 1 1 7 y 1 1 8 .
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t.nan six montns nor more tnan three years.
If the parties acceptea tne recommenaat ion of the boara it »*as
re^isterea ana became binain^ ana enforceable as an industrial
agreement. Or, if neitner party objected to tue recommendation with*
in one month alter it was filed* it became binding whether they ac-
ceptea it or not. cither party could oy application carry the ais-
pute into tne inaustriai court. Or they could taKe the case uirect
to tne court without first going, to the conciliation board. 'Pais
last privilege was first granted oy trie amendment of 1901*t ' The
members of tne board were required to taKe oatns not to reveal any
secrets regarding, an industry except tnose necessary to tneir of-
ficial dut ies
.
Court of Arbitration. There is but one arbitration court for
the wnole country ana it consists oi taree members o
:
-pointed oy tne
governor. Tue judge must have tne same qualifications ana privi-
leges as a judge oi tue supreme court oi tue islanas. One oi tue
otner two memoers is appointee on recommendation of tne employers'
unions ana tne otner on recommendation oi tne laoor unions, eacn
holaing office foi tnree years. 'mere are also two acting nominated
memoers appointee to taKe tne place of tue regular memoers in case
of sickness or in case tne regular members are parties to the ais-
pute.S Tne clerKs, registrar ana otner officials oi tne court are
aIso appointee oy tne governor ana ail officials must taKe an oatn
of secrecy similar to the one taken by memoers of tne boards of conciliation.il
ft New Zealand Laoor Laws, Fifth Edition (1909) pp.1 lb, 119.
** rbld.,p?.120,121.
+ New Zeala n d Year Book, 1904, p. 364.
§ Provided by amendment o i' 1 9 4 . New Zealand Year boo.-:, 1905, p. 439.
II New Zealand Laoor Laws, Fifth Edition (1909) pp. 122-125.
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The court nas jurisdiction to settle any dispute referrea tc
it ana frori its decision there is no appeal. The judge may call
tne court together for special sessions or for a general session to
settle all cases. Eeiore the court, as beiore the boards, the dis-
putants may appear thru personal representatives or thru hirea
agents, ana tne evidence ta*en ana prools made beiore boaras are
accepted oy tne court ana are not taxen or made over again. but
the court neea not necessarily be content with the evidence iur-
nisnea by tne board. It may .^ain evidence Oj any method it aesires
whether that metnoa be strictly le&al or not. It may summon wit-
nesses, who, alter taKing oath, are subject to penalty it tne^ go
not tell tne truth. It may nave access to any documents or papers
of the company concernea, which will aid it in making, an equitable
awara; ana after making careiul investigation it may maKe an award
according to its own best judgment ana the parties to tne dispute
must aoiae by that award. The court may also appoint a committee
oi investigation and then decide on the basis of the information
thus acquired. Tne judge and one member of the court constitute a
quorum ana a decision of a majority is final. In case there is Dut
one member besides tne judge present, the judge aecides.
The court must give the award in detail covering all tne duties
to oe performea by eitner party to the dispute. It may confine tne
awara to tne ais^uting parties, any district* or city, or it ma^
extend it to tne whole industry or the whole district if it thinks
oest. And at any time during tne life oi an awaru the court may
abend or extend it to any industrial union in New Zealand that e f
-
New Zealand Labor Laws, Fifth Edition (1909) pp. 126-129.
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fee to the parties to whom it applies, thru competition or otner-
wise. If there are any objections to tne extension, the court must
hear thera and then decide accordingly. II tne award is extended to
an employers' union, the laborers in tnat industry are subject co
the provisions of tne award whether tney are union or non-union
men.* The power of extension was first proviaea by tne amendment
of 1 903.
t
The court has the power to reiuse to consider petty disputes
that are not worthj of tne time of the court ana to make tne ap-
plicant pay tne costs. It may also assign the costs ox a real near
ing to either or botn parties, furthermore, it is the ousiness oi
oi tne court to determine what constitutes a Dreach oi an a«ara and
to fix the penalty lor the oifense. The penalty, However, is lim-
ited to a total of £-500, and in case the union has not sufficient
capital or property to cover the fine, ti.e members of tne union are
liable to tne amount of £10 each. The regular factory inspector,
as provided b y tne amendment of 1903,+ 'is given tne necessary pow-
ers to sn force both awards and industrial agreements. He has ac-
cess to the documents, wags records, etc. of the company anu can
visit any factory or worKshop at any time to ascertain wnether or
not tne a*aro is keing fullj recognized. To aia tne enforcement of
awards, the amenament of j 903 V- manes it a misdemeanor for employer
or employees to combine or ta/. c any indivioual action for tne pur-
pose of breaking an awara or preventing the enforcement of it.
Any memoer oi a union who strikes or tries to cause a stride or re
*'New Zealand Labor Laws, Fifth Edition (1909) pp. 131-133.
+ ,i\"ev Zealand Year Book, 1904, p. 364.
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sorts to the 1 oc.Kout for t^e purpose of raaxing an award ineffective
is suoject to a penalty. To ce sure, any laborer can refuse to
wor* for the wages paid if he aoes not refuse for the purpose of
breaking the a..aru. Ana in case of dispute, the ourden is on the
laoorer to prove that he aid not quit wor* to brea« the aware. On
the other nana, it is a misaemeanor for an employer to dismiss a
laoorer simply because he is a memcer oi a union, an oificer of a
union, or oenefits from an award. In tnis case the burden of proof
is on the employer. In all cases striKes ana lockouts are iiis^ai
auring the settlement of a ais^ute oefore a boara or court ana tne
of fencing unions are subject to a penalty of £50.*
;'iOst important oi all, so far as tnis aiscussion is concernea,
is the fact that tne court may fix a minimum rate below which
tne employer can not go in tne payment of vvages. Tnis may be aone
in any inaustry e.fectea by an aware. The amendment oi 1905,
*
however, provides for trie granting of permits to ola, slow, ana iee-
bie worners to work for less than the minimum. An application for
a permit must ce maae in writing ana the case ol tne applicant must
oe neara by tne person authorized to grant the license. In this
connection i i might be well to mention that a general minimum wage
was proviaea by an amendment to the Factory Act oi 39G1, passea in
Gctober, 1905. § Tnis amenament states that no person unaer twenty
,
years of age snail work in any snop or factory for less than bs
.
per week the lirst year with an additional '6s. per weaK ior every
adaea year until ne reacnes the age of twenty. Persons over twen-
.New Zeal an a Labor Laws, Fiftn hdition (1909) pp. 134, 135.
~f New Zealand Year oook, 1906, p . 3 b 4 .
§ International Laoor Office Eulietin, Vol. 3, p. 97.
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tj shall not work for less than \7s. per wee* the first year ana
20s. thereafter.
All the provisions, including amendments, mentioned thus far
in connection with the arbitration law are now containea in the law
proper as consol iaated in 1906. Since then there have been aaaed
three amendments , 190b, 1910, anc 1911. The most important of the
three is the one passed in 190b shortly alter the consolidation of
the la«. As stated before* this amendment abolished the boards
of conciliation ana suostitutea councils ol conciliation in their
stead. It also provided that ever.? dispute must iirst oe neard by
a council oefore it can be ta^en to the court. On the other nana
,
any union of employers or employees may bring a dispute before the
council whether that union be registered or not. The amendment
provided tnat not more than four commissioners shall oe appointed
by the governor for a term of tnree years and each commissioner
shall be assigned a district. Labor and employers' unions recom-
mend persons to be appointee by the commi ss ..oners as members of the
councils, ana the assessor^ thus chosen, with the commissioner,
ma.^e up the council.
It is the business of trie council to investigate the dispute
ana it is its privilege to proceed in any manner it desires to
bring about an equitable settlement. It cannot, however » compel
testimony regarding trade secrets, pro! its, losses, receipts, etc.
Yet eitner party may contribute suoh information if it desires. A
majority vote is ail that is necessary to render a decision, tne
commissioner having the deciding vote in case of a tie. If a set-
tlement is reached, it is recorded as an industrial agreement; if

not, then tne council tries to effect a temporary settlement to
last until the court of aroitration acts. In case the council fails
in all its attempts to bring aoout a settlement, the aispute goes
before the court of arbitration. Yet tne council, by unanimous
vote, not including tne commissioner, may make any recommendation
regaraing the aispute, to the court, th<s.t it aesires. To be sure
the court may accept or reject the recommendation as it wishes.
This amendment oi 1906 also rnaKes any strike or lockout in
connection with a union eiiectea by an award, illegal ana eacn in-
dividual laoorer involved in such a strike is subject to a fine of
£-10, while every employer resorting, to the lockout is liable to a
fine of £500. Neither can be fined more than once for toe same
striKe or Lc<<out, no matter how 1 on 6 it lasts. F'urtner provisions
of this amendment are, (1) that awards shall be posted in all shops
affecteo by them, where they can be read by employees, employ-
ers must <eep full records of -Mages paid to all employees ana tnese
recoras must be kept open for inspection by the inspector of fac-
tories, (6; action to recover shortage of wages must be statea
within three months after tne shortage occurs, (4) incustrial a-
greements may be extenaea to all the employers in any inoustry or
to a whole district, (5) an incustrial union shall consist of at
least three employers or fifteen laborers ana an association oi
unions, even tho it cover the whole of New Zealand* may register
the same as m indiviaual union, etc.*
The amenament oi 1910 made some minor changes relating to el-
igibility ana payment oi judges and then proviaea tnat individual
* New Zealand Labor Laws, Fiftn Edition (1909) pp. 147-169.
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employers might have the same privileges as unions or associations
of employers. The amendment of 1911 permits an industrial associa-
tion extenaing over aistrict boundaries to carry a uis^ute directly
to the court of arbitration."''
Operation of the Lam. The first law, passed in 1394, went
into effect the first day of January, 169b. nine months were con-
sumed in making preliminary preparat ions such as trie gazetting
of regulations ana tne registration of unions. At the very out-
set, however, labor unions registered freely and many new organ-
izations were formeu for the sols purpose oi coming under the
provisions ot tne act. Employers were not so Keen to appreciate
tne cenefits to be derived from registration ana it was not until
the latter part oi tne year that the first employers union was
re.iistereu. This union was Known as tne Federation oi Master
Bootmakers and it furnished the first dispute to be settlea under
the provisions of tne arbitration law. it was not long, however,
until other unions oi employers availed themselves of the privi-
lege of comin& under the protection thus provided and in 1902 tnere
were no less than seventy-five employers unions, as well as, two
hundred and fifty lacor unions registered. § The following chart
gives the number of registereo unions, ano the total membership
of each at the close of each year from the year 1903 to the year
191 2 inc 1 usi ve . II
International Lacor Office Bulletin, Vol.6, p. 41; and New
Zealand Year Book, 19 11, p.449
.
"t .New Zealand Year Boo.-:, 1912, p. 471.
§ 'V.P.Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand,
Vo 1 . I I
, pp . 1 7 , 1 08 .
il This chart is taken from New Zealand Ye ar Book for 1913, p. 67b.
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CHART NO. I
•
HEW ZEaLAKD REGISTERED UNIONS, 1903-1912.*
Year
•
i
Unions
Empl oyers
Membership
Labo r<
Unions
3 rs
|
Membership
1 903 103 3,080 ^58 27,640
1 904 1 09 3,292 273 30*271
1905 i 1 6 3,276 261 •^9,669
1 WO 974
i 907 121 3, 650 310 45, 614
1908 122 3,918 325 49,347
1909 1 20 3, 702 308 34 , 61
9
1 910 118 4,262 308 57,091
19] ] 118 4,251 307 55,629
1912 1 23 4,41 322 60,622
It is evident from this chart that while there was some iluc-
tuation in the number oi unions resist ere'd , yet on the whole there
was a steady increase both in. trie number of unions ana in the num-
ber of individual employers ana employees who volunteerea to sub-
ject themselves to the provisions of the law.
At first, the unions were hesitant about submitting their dis-
putes to the board or court and there were only six disputes settlec
by all the boards ana court during tne year 3 896. But gradually
con! iaence aevelopea and unions on both sides became more willing
to accept the aet e rm inat ions oi the boards and the awards of the
court. The following Chart II. is a summary oi the activity of
both boards and court, giving the number of awards, inaustria]
agreements, accepteo recoinrnendat ions , cases crot before the court
for enforcement, parties brot under previous awards, interpretation
ol awards and lastly, amendments oi awards up to the end of 1911.
* This Chart is ta„<en f roi Mew Zealand Year Book for 1913, p. 675 .
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CHART NO. II.
AWARDS, AGREEMENTS, RECOMMENDATIONS, ETC., MADh BY THE
NEW ZEALAND CONCILIATION BOARDS AND ARBITRATION
COURT FROM 1696 TO 1911.*
Year
1896
' 1 o97
1898
Award
3
1
.12.
Agr 89-
2
5
9
ReoomaeQ-
da'oi on
1
4
6
Enforce-
ment
Adae d
parties
1
Interpre-
t a t i on
Aaend -
aent
1899 1 7 1 6 12-
,
i
—
1
j 900 20 1 5 1
1 901 26 25 1 4 1 3
91902 68 21 5
-
1 90b
1 904
40 1 9 6 2 1 1 5
26 14 7 5 1 8 2
190b 36 ! 8 4 6 24 3
i 906
'
6 4 5 1 1 1
1
8' 36
i
6
1 907 88 1 1 \. 1
.
20 26 49 3
1908
j
90
-----
22 23 48 4
1 909 90
i
13 67 58 43 6
] 9 i 74 i ' 3 63 3 9 24 1 3
1 9] 1 78
i
20 ' 78 2 8 23 1 1
The wotk o: arbitration has oeen very extensive, deal in? with
almost every kinj oi industrial dispute and every Kinn oi industry.
Some oi the trades that ha'.e been subject to awards arc the boot-
maKers, gold-miners, coal-miners, carpenters, tailors, furniture
makers, confectioners, ironworkers, engineers, grocers' assistants,
* The statistics Fro a. which this Chart was made were taien from
the New Zealand Book of Awards, Vol.12, Appendix, pp . I I 1 -LXXV I I I
.
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butchers, printers, etc., etc. Furthermore, every sort of dispute
has been handled by the boards and court. They have fixea wages,
regulated hours of labor, fixea piece rates, regulated the number
of apprentices, namea holidays, proviaec that preference should be
given to union laborers, arranged for interviews between trace
union officials ana their men, etc. In the great majority of
cases tr; e trial has ceen initiated by the workers' unions ana the
employers nave oeen defendents, ait ho in some cases the latter
have brot disputes oefore the ooara or court. A friendly agreement
oetween the two has sometimes resulted in bringing the disputed
question into court. Again, some employers have urged their em-
ployees to brin^ cases up for settlement before the court in order
to bring all employers in the trade to ao by their employees what
they themsel ves would be willing to do were they not subjeGtea to
a sort of competition which made it impossible. + In conclusion,
aitho the law has effected the settlement of all Kinds of indus-
trial disputes involving all Kinds of industries, yet in the major-
ity of cases, t;.e settlement has included, in some measure, the
regulation of -va^es ana it is this fact which mawes the legislation
important as far as this discussion is concerned.
\iCTORIA.
victoria was the secona Australasian colony to pass wage leg-
islation. As siatea before, the first Factory Act of Victoria was
passed in 1875. It was an attempt to regulate workshops ana it
aefinea a workshop as a place where 1U or more laborers were em-
New Zealand Boo,, of Awaras, Vol.12, Appendix pp . I I I -LXX V I I I .
7 rW .?. Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol. 2, p.1 09.
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ployea. It also limited the wording day for women in factories to
eight nours and established some sanitation requirements to oe en-
forceo by the local boards of health. In 186b, tne act was ammenoeo
reaucing the numoer of employees necessary to constitute a factory,
to six: employers were required to Keep a recora of outwor.-<; ana
sanitation requirements were made more stringent. Another amend-
ment in 1887 made two Cninese workmen sufficient to constitute a
factory. The previous act ana amendments were consoliaatea in 1890
out no new provisions were aoaed. An amendment in 1893 reduced the
numcer of native workmen comprising a factory, to four and made it
compulsory that employers should notify the cnief inspector of the
rates paid to outworkers. Such was the status of factors legisla-
tion when the Committee of Inquiry was appointed to investigate
sweating in the colony. The report, of the committee was followed
by the . int roduct i on of a Dill .July 4th
, 1895, providing for mini-
mum wage boaros. In 1896, the Factory Act of lo93 was repealed
and a new one, incorporating minimum wage provisions, was passed
July 28.*
The new factory act defined a factory as any place where ar-
ticles were prepared for sale ana where any one of the following
conditions prevailed; namely, (1) where four or more laborers were
employee, (2). where steam, water, gas, petroleum, or electrical
power was usee, (3) where one or more Chinese were employed, or
(4) ."here furniture was made or bread or pastry ba-<ec lor sale.
A.S.Peacocx, author of the M.W. provision, wanted to prohibit out-
work, unless the consent of t ; i e chief inspector of factories was
International Labor Office Bulletin, Vol.2, p p • viii-ix.
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secured. The bili was debated in parliament no less than five
times, the liberal majority in the lower nouse favoring it and the
conservative majority in the upper house opposing it. Finally, a
compromise providing for the registration of- outworkers ratner than
demanding that they secure special permission was agreed upon and
the bill passed. The most important provision of the law was for
a wage boara in each of the clothing, furniture, breadrnaKirig and
butchering trades, with power to fix the minimum rate of oay wages,
piece rates, hours of labor, number of apprentices, etc.* The
ooarcs were to be elected by tne employers and employees of the
trades concerned. An amendment in the latter part of the year
1896, however, provided for tne appointment oi the Doard in the
furniture trade in order to avoid the influence of the Chinese
workmen. Another amendment in 1897 gave the governor the power to
suspend any determination of a board for a period of six months
during which time the boara must maKe another investigation con-
firming or changing its original determination as is thinns best.t
There were other amendments to tne factory law about that time,
tut since they do not effect wage boards it is not necessary that
they be given here.
The act providing for special boards was adopted as an exper-
iment and it automatically went out of effect in 1900. In that
year, parliament reaoopted trie main provisions of the act under the
title of Tne Factory and Shops Act of 1900. This law gave either
house of parliament tne power to establisn a special fcoaro. for any
Official Year Book of the G o mm o n w e a i t h of Australia, Vol.1, p. 872.
t International Labor Office Bulletin, Vol.2, p • x
•
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trad? it desired, and tne lower house i mmed iatel y set about pro-
viding for boaras for thirty additional trades. The lave also pro-
video for granting licenses tj old, infirm or slow workers who coul
not earn the regular minimum wage anc it gave employers in traces
unoer wa^e ooaros the power ^to fix piece rates, providing tr:ey base
those rates on the minimum wage fixeu by the ooard. The act oi
1900, 1 i s<e the one oi 1896, automatically became ineffective in
1902. Immeaiately a bill for reaaoption was presentee and read
three times in the lower house, but parliament was dissolved after
the first reading in the upper house. Fence, until parliament was
reassembled, three months later, there was no factory legislation
at all in Victoria. The first act presented and passed by the new
parliament was one providing for the readoption of the factory act.
This time tue law was to remain in force until the Slst of October,
1903. The new law provided tnat all of the old determinations
should again taKe effect immediately. Some of the ola ooaros,
however, were abolished ana no new. ones were established. The
chairman of the coaro could no longer have the deciding vote in'
case of a tie, but, either two labor representatives oa the board
must vote with the representatives of employers or two employers,
with the laborers in order to make a determination valid.
The act of 190S, superseding the one oi 1902, continued all
acts in force until J90o. It restored the simple majority of the
ooard to render a decision, maoe a resolution of both nouses nec-
essary to estaolish a new coaro, proviaeo that the minimum wage or
piece-price should never be above the average earned by ordinary
workmen, toox away from the board the power to regulate t::e number
^""international Labor Office Bulletin, Vol.2, pp.x,xi.
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of apprentices and most important of all, it established a court of
inoustriai appeals. The act was further extended in 1904 and con-
sol idatea in 1906. The latter act put the law permanently into
force, repealing all of the nine previous acts.
The act of 190b aelinea a lactory as any workshop employing
four or more workmen otner than Chinese or in which one or more Chi
nese were employed. under its provisions "no person whosoever, un-
less in receipt of a weekly wage of at least two shilling and six-
pence shall be employed in any factory or workroom or in wholly or
partly preparing or manufactor ing any article for trade or sale.""'* •
Members of the employer's family are excepted when working outside
factories.
rJnder this law the board consists of from four to ten members,
besides a chairman, and they are appointed by the governor general,
subject to removal at any time. Except those boards provided for
by the law of 1696, the governor can appoint boards onlj on reso-
lution of ootn nouses of parliament. Half bl the boar;) must repre-
sent labor and half employers, ana each member must be someone who
has sometime been in active wotk in the industry concerned. The
term of office is three years. The minister of labor nominates the
members of the board ana publishes the nominations in the gazette.
If one-fifth of the employers or laborers object in writing to the
appointment of any man nominated, the governor shall not appoint
such man, altho he may appoint anyone act objected to. The nembers
of the board, thus chosen, nominate some one, not of their number,
Interaational Lacor Office Bu 1 1 e t i n
,
Vol.2, pp. £ - X i •
+ \Ibid.
,
p. 57.
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for chairman and it is the business of the governor to appoint such
nominees as chairman.*'
The board has the power to fix the minimum rate of wages in
the industry for which it was appointee. In fixing that minimum it
must tan:e into consideration all of the conditions 01 the industry,
nature of the work to be done and the Kind of labor, male or female,
child or adult. It must also ascertain the average wags paid by
reputable employers lo laborers of average ability and the lowest
minimum fixed for the industry must never exceed that average. In
case that average is not high enough to provide in living for the
laborer the boara may turn the case over to the court of appeals
which may fix the minimum according to its judgment re-rardless of
that average. Piece rates fixea by the board must ce casea on the
minimum daily wage fixea for that industry. A necessary corollary
to the fixing o: the minimum wa;:;e is the power to fix the number of
hours work for which the wage is remuneration. Consequently, the
board regulates the length of the wording day as well as fixes the
rates for overtime wor/:. The latter must, in all cases, oe higher
than the orcinary time rate. Tne board shall determine the propor-
ionate number of improvers nnd apprentices permitted to wotk in
any industry ana it snail fix their wa;es according to experience,
age, sex, etc. Special rates ma., be fixed for the ai,ea, infirm*
and slow worker* But a license to work for less than the minimum
shall last but one year, subject to renewal, and tne number of slow
workers is limited to one-fifth of the total number of laborers in
the factory, except that there may be one in every factory or shop.+
International Labor Office Bulletin, Vol.2, pp. 63-65.
j I big . , pp. 65-67.
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The determination of a board lasts until it is amended by the
board or by the court, of industrial appeals and the governor may
extend any determination to any portion of a shire within ten miles
ol a city, at his own option. On application of the council ol the
shire he may extend it outside the ten-mile limit.
The court of appeals consists of one judge of the supreme court
appointed bv the governor. To aid him in coming, to a decision he
appoints two assessors, one of /horn is nominated by the labor mem-
bers of the wageboard concerned in the case appealed to the court
and the other by t;.e representatives of employers. A case may be
appealed to the court by a majority ol the representatives of either
labor or employers on the board, by any employer or group of employ-
ers employing 2b% of the laborers in that, trade, by 2b% of the la-
borers in the trace or by the minister of labor. Any determination
of any board may be appealed to the court and, i rom the court, there
is no appeal. The court can lower, raise, repeal, or amend the de-
termination 01 the board in any way it thinks cest. In fixing the
rates, it shall take into consideration the same facts which were
considered by the board and it has the same powers of investigation.
It may summon witnesses or examine the papers of any company or firm
The rules governing determinations are the same as those governing
those ol a board; that is, all determinations must be published in
the gazette. During an appeal the determination of the board must
be enforced.*
The law requires that every factory ana every worker shall reg-
ister within fourteen days after opening for business. It also
* International Labor Office Bulletin, ii, pp. 75 , 74.
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makes it compulsory that each employer shall :<eep a record of all
his employees, the time worked f the wages paia, the anount of out-
wore, ana t'ie names and resiaences of outworkers, i'ne provisions
of the law are enforced by the chief inspector of factories ana he
must make an annual report to the minister of labor giving the num-
ber of laborers, wa?es paid, age ana sex of worKers, amount of
piecework, etc.
The penalty for employing labor for less than the rates fixed
by a determination or for employing too many apprentices, etc. is
not more than £10 for the first offence, not less than £b nor more
than £2b for the second offence, not less than £50 nor more tnan
&1O0 for the tnira and after the third offence the registration of
the factor/ shall be cancelled.*
An amendment in 1907 f provided (1) that a vote of both houses
oi parliament is necessary to establish a new special board* (2)
that the court shall consist of any judge of the supreme court and
the judges themselves shall arrange as to who shall constitute the
court, (5) that on application of the board of the industry or trade
concerned the court may change its determination at any time it
chooses, (4) that the court may prescribe its own methods oi pro-
cedure regardless of legal forms, ana (5) if a strike occurs be-
cause of a determination trie governor may suspend the determination.
The amendment of 1909 provides for special boards for any part of
the iron wording trade. § The lav; of 1 90S as outlined above, with-
al 1 its amendments i v.as consolidated in 1912 and today it is Known
International Labor Office bul 1 a t i n , i i , p. 72.
+ Ibid. ,701.17., pp. 104-109.
§ Hid' | p. 26 9.
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as the Factory and Shop Act cf 1912.
Considering the fact that Victoria "was the pioneer In provid-
ing for the establishment of special wage boaras, the extension
of the privileges ana ob 1 i gat ions provided by the lav; has been re-
markable. While the original act provided lor tne creation of only
four boards, parliament has continually added to that number until
by June, 1912- there were 111 boards in existence and 90 extermina-
tions in force. During the year 1 897, determinations for the fur-
niture, tread, clothing, and coot industries went into effect. The
* v
shirt industry followed in 3b96: the ladies' underclothing industry
in 1899. There was no added determinant Ion in 1900, but in 1901
twenty ae« boards had fixen aeterminat ions affecting as many indus-
tries. Seven followed in 1902j one, in 1905; six, in 1 904 ? one, in
190b; not any, in 1906: making a total of 41 determinations curing
the first ten year3 t h e act was in force."'' At the close of 1907
there were bl boards in existence, 43 determinations were in force
affecting 56,9B4 laborers or 80% of the entire, laboring population.
§
At the close oi 1909 there were 71 boards, 70 determinations, af-
fecting 94% of the laboring popu 1 at i on 4 and by June, 1911 the 111
boards had made 90 aeterm inat i ons affecting 130,000 latorers.il Fur-
thermore » the law affects nearly every industry in the colony. The
following list of industries to which it is applied will illustrate
its wide application; namely, aerated -water trade, agricultural in-
struments industry, brass worKers, bricK trade, cigar makers, glass
* Australian Cjcioawealtb Labor Bulletin, May 1913, p. 58.
T Ernest Aves, Report on Australia and New Zealand, p. 24.
^ Official Year Book of the ComiLonwealth. of' Australia, Vol , ii.,
p . 1 070 .
% Ibid., Vol.iv. , p. 1071.
II Ibid . , Vol . vi .
, p . 1 04 1 .
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worriers, grocers * hairdressers, i o 3 workers , woodworkers, etc. etc.
Most determinations have fixed the minimum rate of wages for male
and female labor separately, the minimum *age for women ranging
somewhere near half that for men, varying with different iaoustries.
The ordinary number of hours which laoorers are permitteu to work
per week is forty-eight ana is the same for both male an^ female
labor.''' • Only in acout forty percent of the determinations are piece
rates fixed.
TIntil - ; une, 1 PI 2 there had been but nine appeals from the de-
cisions of the special boards to the court. Seven of the nine were
reversed or amended by the court, one was upheld, and the other was
ta-cen to the court because the toara could not agree upon a aetermi-
nation. The court has also reviewed one of its own determinations,
recusing hours ana increasing the minimum wage*
During the first ten years of the operation of the law there
were 413 old ana infirm, and 8b slow workers who were granted li-
censes to wotk for less than the legalized minimum, during the
same period there were no less thin 266 convictions for breaking
determinations. This number was spread over six years as follows:
34 in 1901; 35 in 1902; 4] in 1 903 ; 39 in 1904; 27 in 1*05; and 52
in 1906.8
In conclusion, it may be well to point oat the main differ-
ence between the Victorian and the New Zealand system. :InliKe the
Kew Zealand system, the wage boards of Victoria do not settle all
industrial disputes. Their primary purpose is to fix the minimum
* Victorian Year Book, 1908-9, p. 379.
+ Ernest Aves, Report on Australia and New Zealand, pp.26, 27.
+ Official Year Book of the Coma,onwealth of Australia, Vol . vi
, p . 1 04 1 .
§ Ibid*
,
Vol.i., p. 876.
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rate of *a~es and piece rates on 1 \ . They do, however, incidentally
regulate the number of hours and number of apprentices in oruer to
make it possible to enforce those rates. On tne other hana, the
Victorian boards take tne initiative and do not wait until a dispute
is trot before them, as is tLe case in Mew Zealand, before they fix
those rates. Their purpose is to protect labor against unscrupulous
employers ana, tn.ru them* tne government has invadea nearly every
industry in the colony for the purpose of fixing the minimum below
which employers cannot go in the payment of wages.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
The secono colony to experiment with wages coards was South
Australia. She passed her first law in 1 900, but it proved to be
ineffective because parliament d,id not furnish tne necessary money
with whicn to enforce it. In 1904, another act was passed providing
special coards for tne clothing ana w,hite-works trades, cut this law,
lixe the previous one, became ineffective* because of a court de-
cision against fixing a graduated scale of wages. Many employers,
however, complied with tne decisions of the boards even tho the>
were illegal.*" Another attempt was made in 1 9€6 ano this time the
law proved to be successful. It ^ent even further than Victoria
had yet zone by extending its provisions to workers outside facto-
ries. The law .as incorporated as an amendment to the Factories
Act of 1694. A consolidation of the law and its amendments occurred
in 1907. It was again amended in 1 906 ana in 1909 ana an industrial
arbitration act was passea in 1912. Consequently, to-day, South
Australia nas a combination of the industrial arbitration court and
* Official Year Bcos. of the Commonwealth of Australia, Vol . i .
, pp. 8 7 3, 8 74.
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special wage boards.
*
The act of 1906 provided for trie election by employers and em-
ployees of boards to fix the minimum »a *e for women ana children in
the clothing industry only. But the coo so 1 idation act of 19Q7 pro-
Tided for boards for no less than 22 industries including the cloth-
ings furniture, mattress ana beading, and bakeries industries, and
made it legal for the governor to anoint, a board for any process
within anyone of these industries. Henceforth, all coaras were to
be appoint ea by the lovevrior rather than elected by employers and'
employees. The determinations of the boards created by the first
act were to last only until December 1 906 unless sanctioned by par-
liament in the meantime; those made under the law of 1907 were to
last until changed by the toard or court. A judge of tne supreme
oourt, appointed by the governor, constitutes trie court of appeals
which nas the same powers as the court of appeals of Victoria. The
law of 1^07 also makes it illegal for any employer anywhere to pay
less then four shilling per week to any employee. The other pro-
visions ol tne acts are the same as in Victoria and it is unneces-
sary to reiterate them here."*"
When the law of 1912 was passed the court ot industrial ap-
peals was made a court of arbitration for the settlement of any in-
dustrial dispute. Its powers are similar to those of the court of
arbitration in New 7eal^no. South Australia, however, has no con-
ciliation boards or councils.
The application of tne .vageboard system in South Australia be-
tween 1906 1912 increased rapidly. At the end of 1903 there
Australian C
o
ee o a we a 1 1 h Labor Bulletin, May 1913, p. 59.
+ International Labor Office Bulletin, Vol.i,p.45; Vol. iv, pp.249-25 9 .

were eiy;ht boards in existence. They had made eight determinations
affecting about 1 8% of the lacorers of the colony. In 1907, tnere
were 24 boans, 10 determinations affecting 26% of the laborers* in
1908, 24 Hoards, 20 determinations, affecting 62%i in 1*09, 44
boards, 23 determinations affecting oU% ; in 1*9.1 6 , -t4 boards, 23 de-
terminations affecting 20,000 worKers; ana in 1912 there were b6
boaros, 49 det erminat ions affecting 2&,000 laborers.* The general
content of the determinations was the sa^ne as in Victoria.
It will be observed from this discussion that, until the law
of 1912 was passed, the Soutri Australian lav;, both in content and
operation, was practically the same as t rie Victorian law. The new
law, however, ados to it the strength of the New Zealand system and
now t;:e ^overn.nent of Soutn Australia not only invades industries
for the purpose of fixing minimum wa ;-es and thus protecting labor,
industrial
but it also p r o v i o e s for the settlement o : any
A
dispute voluntarily
brot before the court by any registered industrial union.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
The first conciliation and arbitration act in Western Australia
came into force in 19QQ. it proved ineffective, however, ana was
replaced by another act in 1902. The purpose of the act like the
New Zealand law of 1894,was to facilitate the settlement of indus-
trial disputes by conciliation ana a rb i t rat i on
.
T It thus made
strides ana lockouts absolutely illegal. The whole law was modeled
after that of New Zealand and tnere are no new features. The three
boards of conciliation oecame practically obsolete as there was
Official Year Book of the C o mm o a w e a 1 1 h of Australia, Vol.i,
P.&7&; Vol.ii, p. 1070; 7o i . iii, p . 1 4 5 ; Vol.iv, p. 1071; Vol.vi, p. 1041
+ .Western Australia Year Boo.-:, 1902-4. d.1015*
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scarcely a single case which was not appealed from the boards to
the court and after 1903 the boards felj into entire aisuse. The
section giving the court power over public employees was afterwards
aeclareu to be unconstitutional. The only amendment to the law was
one relating to tr.e binding oi apprentices and tne term 01 appren-
ticeship ana it was passed in 1909. In 1912 the law was repealed
ana a simple industrial arbitration act without conciliation boards
took its place. To-day this is the only colony on the continent
which does not have either industrial or wage boards.
The disputes croc before the boards and court relate largely
to t";e oemano lor increases wages, improved conditions oi employ-
ment, shorter hours oi labor ana the enforcement of industrial
agreements, awards ana oroers of the court. The total number of
cases brot before the ooarus of conciliation was 26 ana they all
occurrea during or previous to 1903.* During the first year that
the court was in active operation it determined 34 cases; the sec-
ond year, 7b; the t^ira, 49; and by the end of 1912 it had deter-
mined a total of 340 disputes. In addition to this, 127 industrial
agreements had been filed. S between agreements and awards nearly
every important industry had felt the effects of the arbitration
law when the new law of lv->12 went into effect.
It remains to point out that the last law of Western Australia
like the first ana also 1 i^:e the New Zealand law, clings to the ar-
bitration principle and does not incorporate special -age boards.
7nl ike New Zealand, however, Western Australia abandoned concilia-
tion boaras.
* Labor Bulletin of Australia, May 1913, p. 59.
Western Australian Year Book, 1902-4
,
p'. 1018.
irL?
ffiCial Year Eo °- of the Commonwealth of Australia, "ol.vi .
,

-NEW SOUTH WALES.
Several times previous to the adoption of compulsory arbitra-
tion in tfew South. Wales, the parliament of that state bad discussed
the question of providing some means of settling; industrial dis-
putes by governmental action. Pills to provide boards for volunta-
ry conciliation of industrial disputes were presented in both 1882
and 1887. It '/as not until 3892, however, that such a bill cecame
law. There was no compulsory requirement attached to the law and
it automatically went out of effect at the end of four years nav-
been little used. Again in i899 a similar law was passed, provid-
ing only for voluntary conciliation. It remained in force for a
number of years but was made use of but three times. This was the
final attempt to provide the remedy by voluntary conciliation and
in 1 900 Mr. E. R. Wise-, attorney-general of the state, introduced a
bill similar to the New Zealand law, providing for compulsory arbi-
tration of disputes. The bill was defeated in the Council but Mr.
Wise remodelled it ano again presenter! it the following year. This
time it passed ano was known as the Industrial Arbitration Act oi
1901. It was only a temporary measure and vent out o*. effect in
1908. The only differences, of any i mpo rtance , between this law and
the New Zealand law of 1900 were that the Hew South Wales law dia
not provide for boards of conciliation but took disputes directly
to the court and it did provide for the extension of any award to
all persons or parties connected with that industry. Nev Zealand
had not yet incorporated the latter provision in .ner law. An amend-
ment of 190b proviaea for the creation of a temporary court in case
of urgent necessity.*
I ffte effieial Year Book of New South Wales, 1904-5, pp. 777, 7 78 .
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At the expj rat i on of the act of 1901 the Industrial disputes
act of IPCS was passed. It provided that all awards or official a-
r,reements which took effect under the old law should still remain
in force unless they had already naturally expired. This act pro-
vided that on application of an'/ employer employing twenty men, of
any laoor union composed of twenty laborers, the court might recom-
mend to the minister of lacor that a special board be created for
that industry. The minister shall then direct that a hoard be con-
stituted with powers to settle any industrial dispute, fix hours of
labor, minimum rate of wa^es, piece rates, overtime rates, appoint
tribunals to ^rant licenses to work for less than trie minimum, to
rescind or amend any previous award, in short, all the powers of
the minimum wage board of Victoria combined witn the powers of the
ordinary court of arbitration. Appeals from these boards to the
industrial court is permissible, the decision of the latter being
final. An amendment in the lattei ^art of 1908 provides that in
no case s^all any laoorer be paid less than 4s per wee/-: with an
additional 3d per hour for every hour over 48. Previous to the
passage of this amendment there had been no aosolute minimum in
#
this colon y .
The law was further amended in 1909 and 1910, the latter a-
mendment giving the court power to fix the minimum *a.-;e to ce paid
Olerks, the minimum to Le cased on the wagfs of the lowest -;rade of
efficient clerical w o r k . T * o years later all the above acts and
amendments were consolidated into the Industrial Arbitration Act
of 1912. Ey this lav; all previous boards were dissolved but new
boards were provided for 25 industries which were named in the law
* Official Year Boo-; of New South Wales, 1907-8
, pp. 490-493 .
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and the governor with the consent of parliament may aad any indus
try to the list. The minister of labor appoints the members of the
boaris after they are nominated by the co.;rt of arbitration. The
powers of the boards us similar to the boards under the previous
Industrial Disputes Aot . Special boards nay be constituted to de-
termine «hat class of laborers shall be permitted to do certain
kinds of worw. The law provides for conciliation committees for
collieries and other industries employing bOC or more laborers.
Tie purpose of tae committee is to endeavor to brin* about peaceful
settlements wnich become binding. Special commissioners may oe ap-
pointed by the minister at any time to call any persons together!
when a strips or lockout is pending, to endeavor to bring about a
peaceful settlement, at least temporary, until a boaro can be con-
stituted. "Jnder the lav; lockouts ana strides are illegal during the
pending of a dispute, the penalty for the former being £1000, for
the latter £50 per Individual .vorxer or £1000 for the union. !n-
junctions may be usee to restrain both.
'Jnder the law of 1901 the court, met for the first time in May
1902, anc during the remainder of that year there were 1^1 indus-
trial unions of employers and 12b industrial unions of laborers
registered, 26 industrial agreements filed, and 22 awaras made.
There were a total of 19b proceedings before the court including
breaches, variations ano enforcement of awards* applications to
make agreements common rules, etc. The number of cases brot before
the court, awards made by the court, ana agreements filed annually
Varied Slightly from year to year, out in no year while the law of
la ternati ooal Lacor Office Bulletin, Vol.viii, pp.1b7-200.
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190] w*s in effect *as there less than eight new awards made and
irhen the law went out of operation in 1906 the court had made a
tot -?]* of 130 awards, had considered no less tnan 252 industrial
disputes of various kindSi ana had filea 86 industrial agreements.
There were 131 employers and 143 later unions which had registered.
'Fifteen industrial agreements and 65 awards had been made bomman
rules. Awards and agreements combined had affected 1167 employers
and 36,000 laborers.^
The Industrial r:isputes Act of 1908 went into effect the first
of July of that year and before the close of the year 49 trade
unions had registered, t:;ere had been 24 applications for special
boards and the courts had recommended the appointment of 22, two
agreements had been filed and six awards made.S During the year
1909 the court recommended the appointment of 95 boards, there
were 94 awards made and 28 agreements filed. In eleven cases there
were appeals made from the decisions of the boarn to the court ana
during tnat year the court heard 536 cases of various kinds con-
nected with tne making and enforcement of awards. At tne end of
the year there were 92 trade unions re^i st ered
.
t The following
year witnessed the filing of 21 industrial agreements, the creation
of 52 new boards ana the granting of 110 new awards from which there
were 22 appeals to the court, while in 1911, 74 new boards were
created and 137 boards made awards resulting in 38 applications for
appeal, some of which were .^rantea and some refused. II At the close
til TNew South Wales Industrial ArDitration Reports and Records,
Vols, i-vii.
+ Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Au s t ra 1 i a
,
Vo 1 . i i ,p. 1073.
§ New South w a l 9 3 Industrial Arbitration Reports and Records,
Vol . vi i
. , pp . 429-44 1
.
i Hid*, Vol. viii., pp. 523-601.
•~---JLJjJjL.j--l2l.'_J<Lr' P^»56b-b69 and Vol, y.. po. 657- 6 86.
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of 1?!2 there were 157 industrial boards in existence, 539 awards
of board.? and court were effective, 196 of them being original
while 145 were awards varying, prev ious awards.* The decisions of
both boards and court involved the settlement of all Kinds of indus-
trial disputes but since the question of wages is the most impor-
tant difficulty confronted by employers and employees, nearly ev-
ery award involved the fixing of minimum wages-, the regulation of
hours, etc. Furthermore, the application of the policy has extend-
ed until it now affects nearly every industry and nearly all la-
borers in the colony.
The final law of New South Wales is very similar to the pres-
ent law of South Australia. That is, it contains provisions for
both special boards with aggressive powers and an arbitration court
with power to settle any dispute brot before it. The main differ-
ence between the experiences of the two colonies is that South
Australia tried minimum wage boards first and later adoptee the
arbitration court, while New South Wales adopted the arDitration
court first and then added special wage boards. The final, out-
pome in both colonies is practically the same.
QUEENSLAND.
The net to provide special wage boards for Queensland did not
become law until April 15, 1908, ^ and it was incorporated in the
Factories and Shop Act of 19GC. In ail essential principles the
law is the same a:> the Victorian law of 1905. In fact, many sec-
tions of the la., are uo^.ied word by word ano others are changed on-
ly slightly. The law does provide, however, that in industries
jjj
"
"
—
-
Official Year Book of the Com mo n w ealth of Aust ralia
,
Vol.vi, p. 1041.
t This la:v may be found in the International Labor Office Bulle-
tin, Vol.iii, p. 165-177.
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where no board exists the majority of the employers may enter into
an agreement with trie majority of the laborers and if the agreement
is sanctioned by the minister and published in the Gazette it has
the same binding force as a determination of a board. In 1912 the
Wage toards Act was replaced by the Industrial Peace Act combining
minimum wa^e boards with an industrial court. All the boards un-
der the old act held over under the new and their determinations
were enforced the same as under the old law.* The superior strength
of the new law lay in the fact that any industrial dispute might
now be settled by the boards and court; whereas unaer the old law
only wages ooula be regulated.
It was not long after the firs: law was passes that boards
were constituted and at the end of 1 P09 t hers were 29 b cards in
existence and they had nade 2'6 ieterrninations . The following year
one new board was created and 20 new determinations put in force.
In October 1931, there were 59 -/age boards and 67 determinations
affecting 50,000 lacorers in force and by March 1915 the number of
boards had increaseo to 7b and others wore being formed.''' Further
statistics are not yet available but those given are sufficient to
point out the fact that the effects of the law spread rapidly from
one industry to another.
It is evident that the experience of Queensland was similar to
that of South Australia; that is, she first adopted a law providing
for special. wage boards only and then, after four years of experi-
ence, she aoded tne New Zealand arbitration court system, the final
result being a law like that of both New South Wales and South Aus-
Official Year B o > of the Commonwealth of Aus t r a 1 i a
,
Vol . vi, p. 1032.
f Ibid', Vol.iii,, p. 1945; Vol.iv, p. 1071; Vo 1 . v
,
p. 1 067; Vol.vi, p . 1 041
,
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trail a providing for a comci nation of special wa*e boards and an
arbitration court.
TASMANIA.
Tasmania was the last of tne colonies to fall in line with t-ie
movement for wa^e legislation and it was not until 1910 tnat sne
passed her Wa-^es E.oards Act. The lavr, as amended in 1911, is simi-
lar to the Victorian law. The main difference Is that Tasmania
provides no inaustrial court of appeals but uses the ordinary su-
preme court for that purpose. Tne rapidity with which the law
took effect is illustrated by the fact tnat by June 1912 there were
19 ooaris constituted, 11 determinations had seen maoe, ano 4 other
boards were at work.+ Furtner statistics relative to the activity
of tne law are not available. !n conclusion, Tasmania, like Vic-
toria, still maintains special wa^e boards only and does not pro-
vide for an arbitration court.
THE COMMONWEALTH.
"The Feaeral Conciliation an:; Arbitration Act, after a severe
Parliamentary struggle, and after wreaking more than one adminis-
tration—mainly owing to the different views held as to tne ques-
tion of giving power to the court to ^rant preference to unionists
— was passed in 1904."* The purpose of the act, as defined in the
law, is to prevent strides and locKouts, settl-. and prevent indus-
trial disputes, ano encourage industrial unions. Consequently,
Lator Bulletin of Australia, May 1913, p. 59.
7 Official Year Loo.: of the Cosionweal th of Australia, Vol. vi.,
p . 1 04 1 .
4 Ernest Aves, Report on Australia and Ne w Zealand, p. 118.
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the law levies a penalty of £-1000 for every union taking part in
either a stride or lockout, with smaller fines for individual mem-
bers taking part therein. Other penalties similar to t.nose in the
state laws are provided against the breaking of awards , refusing to
give testimony, etc.
The court is composed of a justice of the high court appointed
by the governor for a term of seven years and the judge may appoint
deputies from the justices of the high court to aid him in maKing
determinations. The court has the power to sake final settlement
of any dispute' brot cefore it, including those that, the registrar
has certified to be of public interest, all state disputes which
the governor of the state desires the court to settle and any dis-
pute extending over state boundaries. After investigating the dis-
pute and trying to orin^ aoout an agreement which has the force of
an a.ard, the court snail issue an y/.ard which is final and must be
obeyed by all parties to the dispute and dv any others to whom the
court may extend the arard. Naturally, an award of this court super
sedes all state awarus when the^ are different. At any time during
the life of an award the court may fix the minimum rate of wages to
be paid by those industries. It may also order employers to give
preference to cert a it; union men.
It is the privilege of the court to appoint a committee of em-
ployers and employees for the purpose of trying to induce the par-
ties to the dispute to come to some amicable agreement. In may,
also, appoint assessors to advise it in ma^in^ its decisions or it
may appoint an industrial boaro to investigate the dispute with pow-
Australian Comnonwealth Acts, Vol. Ill, pp. 15-28*
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ers to make an award. In short, the court may proceed in any man-
ner It choses to settle the dispute, subject to the approval of the
governor.
An office of registration is established in the capitol of
every colony ana any employer employing ICO men or any lacor union
composed of ICO men is e 1 1- i g lb 1 e to register. It is left to the re
istrar to refuse to register or cancel the registration of any un-
ion that aoes not comply with the rules or awards. "Thder the orig-
inal law any registered union could bring a dispute oefore the
court or be heara in any dispute in which it was interested; this,
however, was changed by the amendment of 1912. Li*e the states,
the commonwealth law provides that any organization may enter into
an agreement which, if filed, tecomes binding as an award.*
The only amendment' to the law was made in 1910. Tnere were
many minor changes out the cnlv ones of importance were those which
confine the .jurisdiction ol the court to disputes extending ov»r
state boundaries and provide for granting weak ana slo- workers
,
permits, to wor.' for less than the legal minimum.
t
The whole content of the Commonweal th law is practically the
same as that of New Zealand without the conciliation councils. The
court may, however, take /the initiative in disputes of public in-
terest .
CONCLUSION.
!t will be readily observed from the above discussion that the
different colonies have had varied experiences in attempting to
Australian Commonwealth Acts, Vol. III., pp. 29-34.
t / bia .
,
Vol.xii.j pp. 5-8.
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solve their labor problems. But the main distinction between the
different laws in force at the present time is one only of form and
extent. All have the same purpose in view and all regulate the
wages of labor. The arbitration court system, however, must re-
main inactive until an industrial dispute is voluntarily brot be-
fore the conciliation coard or the arbitration court, while a min-
imum wage board assumes the aggressive and as soon 3s it is consti-
tuted it sets to worK investigating the conditions of the industry
for which it is created and then it proceeds to fix tne minimum
rate of wages and of piece rates, maximum hours of labor, maximum
numcer of apprentices, etc. in thai industry. Furthermore, a spe-
cial board is created for each industry and it can deal with the
industry for which it is appointed only, whereas, tne arbitration
court deals with any dispute brot before it no matter which or how
many industries are concerned. The court consists of one judge
appointee by the governor. On the other hand, the board is com-
posed of. Jrom four to ten members elected by employers' and laior
unions, with an independent chairman. The arbitration court sys-
tem provides for the settlement of all industrial disputes and maxes
strikes and lockouts illegal while the wa?es board system is not for
the purpose of settling disputes and does not prevent strides and
lockouts, but , at the will of the government, it interferes in be-
half of society to protect laborers from exploitation by fixing
the minimum wage line. The ultimate results of the two systems,
however, are practically the same as far as fixing certain definite
minimum conditions of employment, is concerned. Each colony thus
meets its problems in its chosen way. While Mew Zealand, Western
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Australia ana the Commonweal th have arbitration courts and Victoria
and Tasmania wages boards, t?ew South Wales. Queensland, and South
Australia nave combinations of the two.
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